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A recent downturn in the mining industry has meant that lowering costs has become an essential 
practice for companies to remain profitable [1]. Current stockpile height sensors on the market come 
at a big cost to companies. This report details the research and development of a low-cost alternative 
for real-time stock height measurement. To develop a competitive option, the sensor would need to 
be able to withstand industrial environmental elements, such as heavy moving product and high dust 
levels. Substantial research into sensor technologies resulted in light detection and ranging (LiDAR) 
being the front runner for this devices measurement tool.  
 
Development of the sensing device was centralised around having rotational capabilities to increase 
the measurement area of the stockpile using a single sensor. This measurement information attained 
from the LiDAR sensor was then processed using an Arduino Uno. Additional capabilities of the 
developed device allowed for three modes in which the stockpile data can be interpreted; an LCD 
screen on the sensor, Microsoft Excel featuring a real-time plot and output to a programmable logic 
controller (PLC).  
 
Extensive testing was then undertaken to ensure the sensor was capable of meeting the initial 
requirements set. The sensor performed well when tested on products with varying reflectivity, 
incident angles, surface roughness and on replica stockpile scenarios. Atmospheric properties were 
tested, which included varying amounts of ambient light and dust levels. Ambient light tests gave 
reliable results while theoretical research into LiDAR and obscurants, such as dust, showed that there 
are technologies that can be incorporated to overcome dust, rain, and fog. Upon completion of this 
thesis, a viable prototype has been developed, costing only 1.2% of the price of the nearest competitor 
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Australia has benefited greatly from the eight-year mining boom that hit Western Australia in 2005 
[1]. However, the quick decline of the resources industry following the mining boom put a heavy 
weight on Western Australia’s mining companies, leading them to place a greater focus on reducing 
costs [2]. The mining industry in Western Australia is said to have reached the bottom of the downturn 
and is now reaching a much more manageable median. The companies recovering the quickest are 
doing so with smarter methods than what was used during the boom [3]. Four areas for research and 
development, as recommended by experts, to provide these smarter and cheaper methods include; 
(1) fragmentation, fracture and cutting of hard rocks, (2) data processing and visualisation methods, 
(3) automation and control systems and inexpensive sensors [4]. The research and development of a 
lower cost sensor will be explored in this thesis as current solutions for the focus application are costly 
often exceeding $100,000 for comprehensive monitoring. There is currently little development in 
lowering these costs, and this will be the aim of this thesis.  
 
The application of the device to be developed in this thesis is to measure the height of large coarse 
ore stockpiles and relay the information back to the appropriate places in real-time. There is significant 
importance in the device having real-time capabilities due to the refill and reclaim properties of 
stockpiles. The delivery of ore to large stockpiles is varied in relation of volume and location along the 
length of the stockpile; this paired with varied reclaim locations along the stockpile results in height 
along the length of the stockpile changing continuously.  Having this information in real-time is integral 
in respect to knowing next location of refill and reclaim as well as to prevent damage to equipment or 
workers.  
 
Initially, the crucial considerations for this application are explored, some of which include the 
following challenges; environmental, ease of use, ongoing factors, safety and product characteristics. 
Secondly, all sensor technologies will be critically analysed against the requirements, to find the most 
suitable sensor. Development of a sensing device is then carried out, where cost reducing elements 
are implemented. Testing of the developed prototype then covers the devices reliability and 
performance regarding; product reflectance, incident angle, surface roughness, stockpile replica 
scenarios, ambient lighting and airborne obscurants. Finally, the results are analysed to give a review 
of the prototypes suitability for the application and if it is a viable possibility for the mining industry 






Across many different industries and countries, large bulk storage facilities are used to house stock 
before it is passed on for its next use. These range from huge bins and storage sheds to outdoor open 
air stockpiles [5]. This study focuses on the latter.  Stockpiles, specifically coarse ore stockpiles, provide 
a buffer between the mining of the materials and the processing [6]. Despite the fact that stockpiles 
do not add any value to the product they are essential. They are well-designed and simply functioning 
as they have a significant impact on the mines overall operating time and costs [6]. 
 
2.1.1 The Focus Stockpile 
Many factors determine the exact design of a stockpile. These include the ratio of live versus dead 
capacity, the feed configuration, the structure and the reclaim device [6]. To begin with, feed 
configuration of the stockpile in question is longitudinal, so this means that the product is delivered 
in a longitudinal manner rather than a conical or radial style [6]. The longitudinal option is used when 
there is a limit to the height of the stockpile due to the properties of the product, as it is a cheaper 
option than a large conical stockpile or, as in this case, as there is several draw down points [6]. The 
stockpile is fed with a shuttle conveyor that utilises a belt storage mechanism to extend the end of the 
conveyor along a track to deliver ore along the length of the stockpile [7]. Figure 1 depicts the typical 





Figure 1: Longitudinal stockpile with embedded legs 
 
The structure of the stockpile is concerned with how the shuttle conveyor is supported, in this case, it 
is with embedded legs. The legs are most commonly made of concrete or large steel pipes both 
covered with wear resistant liners to protect the legs from flowing ore [6]. This is also shown in Figure 
1. 
 
Reclaim tunnels are utilised to retrieve the ore from the stockpile. Figure 2 displays how a recessed 
tunnel runs along the length of the stockpile. Gravity then draws the ore down into the tunnel where 





Figure 2: Stockpile cross section of draw down feed 
 
As the stockpile is not contained in a container, it is made up of “live” and “dead” capacity. The live 
capacity is the product that can be retrieved without using auxiliary equipment. Hence, in this case, it 
is the ore that can be reclaimed by the tunnels. On the other hand, dead capacity is the amount of 
product in the stockpile that can be retrieved using auxiliary equipment such as front-end loaders and 
bulldozers. Therefore, total capacity is the combination of the live and dead contents of the stockpile 
[6]. This can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, with the red representing the live capacity and the brown 
part of the stockpile representing the dead capacity. The dead product is still however essential to the 
stockpile as it creates a container as such allowing the ore to still be removed successfully by the 
reclaim tunnels. The proportion of live to dead ratio is determinant on the size of the stockpile, 
likelihood of rat-holing1 and the angle of withdrawal [6].  
 
In summary, the stockpile that is focussed on in this paper is of a longitudinal manner, fed by a shuttle 
conveyor, reclaimed by several draw down tunnels below the stockpile and is supported by embedded 
legs. It is these characteristics that create an ever-changing surface regarding height and surface 
contours, resulting in level monitoring being of high importance.  
 
                                                          
1 Rat-holing occurs when product only discharges in a flow channel located directly above the outlet. If the 
product is cohesive it may also cause product outside of the channel to cake together. Once flow has stopped 
from this channel, no more product will discharge due to the structure [66].   
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2.2 Importance of Monitoring 
Correctly monitoring the level of the stockpile in real-time is of integral importance, due to a number 
of reasons, including rat-holing avoidance, protection of equipment and prevention of overfilling. 
Monitoring the level of the stockpile along the entire length in real-time will give an up to date reading 
to system operators or automation equipment such as a programmable logic controllers (PLC). As the 
ore is continually being supplied by the shuttle conveyor while also being removed at irregular 
intervals along the stockpile, the result is an unpredictable shape. If real-time monitoring was not 
taking place, an entire section could completely deplete or overfill. 
 
 If a part of the stockpile were to empty completely, it would mean that ore was dropping from the 
shuttle conveyor directly onto the drawdown conveyors beneath. The height is typically about forty 
metres, and thus this would cause severe damage to the equipment below. On the other hand, if the 
stockpile were to overfill the ore would surround the shuttle conveyor leading to damaged equipment 
above. Thirdly if the height were not to be monitored, it might give rise to an increased likelihood of 
rat-holing. This is a problem that occurs when a void develops directly above a drawdown point, with 
almost vertical cylindrical sides [8] [9]. If a rat hole reaches the reclaim plant below, the drawdown 
conveyors, this stock landing on the feeder from a height will cause damage to the feeder mechanisms, 
similar to what occurs when a part of the stockpile completely empties.  
 
2.3 Monitoring Problem 
Over the past decades, many efforts have been made to find the most accurate, reliable and low-cost 
solution to determining the level of stockpiles. The mining/ mineral processing and cement industries 
are the biggest users of large scale stockpiles and having a suitable solution would assist them in many 
ways. The method used to measure the level of stockpiles has evolved a lot since the original 
mechanical methods. One of these basic techniques was known as the Yo-Yo or plumb bob method 
which involved lowering a weight attached to a rope down from above the stockpile. The amount of 
rope that was used for the weight to touch the top of the stockpile gave the distance to the surface 
[10].  
 
As technology progressed so too did the accuracy of the measuring. Ultrasonic, radar and laser are 
some of the more advanced technologies now used in industry [10]. However, some conditions that 
require measurements to be taken, such as outdoor settings, introduce a degree of difficulty. 
According to a financial report by PWC on the mining industry 
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“Stockpile measurement is an inherently inaccurate science. It is common industry practice to 
use at least two measurement methods so that the results of the two can be compared and 
contrasted” [11]. 
Several factors contribute to inaccuracy and difficulty when measuring stock height, these are broken 
down in Section 3 Requirements of a Suitable Alternative Solution. 
 
2.4 Current Solutions 
There are several methods currently used in industries to measure the height of stockpiles, however 
these come at a high price to companies. These can be classified into single point sensors and sensors 
capable of scanning or measuring multiple points. 
 
2.4.1 Single Point Solutions 
Below are three commonly used sensors for measuring stockpile height in the industry today. When 
using these sensors or any other single point measuring sensors, it means that the sensor is only 
capable of measuring a single point’s height. Although this is suitable for liquids, it leads to some 
financial issues when measuring solids, as solids do not have a flat surface. Therefore, many sensors 
are needed along the length of the stockpile to gain a full understanding of the profile. This leads too 
many sensors being required and thus inflating the cost of monitoring the stockpiles height.  
2.4.1.1 Acoustic/ Ultrasonic 
Hawk Level offers the Sultan 234 Acoustic Wave Series which is a non-contact level sensor that uses 
an acoustic wave pulse, which is reflected of the surface being measured back to the sensor. The 
sensor is capable of measuring solids with a range of 182m [12]. The product boasts specialist signal 
processing which is capable of enhancing the right signal and rejecting false echoes from things such 
as dust [13]. 
2.4.1.2 Laser 
ABB provide a long-range laser level transmitter (LM200) capable of measuring up to 190m. The sensor 
is non-contact and uses infrared light to determine the level of granular solid materials. This sensor 
uses last pulse detection technology for measuring in high light and moderate dust conditions [14]. 
2.4.1.3 Radar 
VEGA offers the VEGAPULS an option for measuring bulk solids with a range of 120m, using radar 
waves. Operating at a frequency of 80Hz and an antenna size of 75mm this sensor has an opening 
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angle of only 4 degrees meaning there is a reduced chance of interference from walls or other 
infrastructure that may be in the area [15].  
2.4.1.4 Single Point Sensor Overview 
Table 1 shows a breakdown of the associated costs and indicates that there would need to be 
approximately 23 sensors to give a full profile of a 70m long stockpile. Hence with the cheapest unit 
cost being $3,500, the most affordable option for complete monitoring with a single points sensor is 
$80,500. 
 
Table 1: Single Point Sensors in Industry 
Sensor Brand Cost per 
Unit (AU$) 
Number required 
per 70 metres 
Total Cost of 
Purchase (AU$) 
Sultan 234 Acoustic 
Wave Series 
Hawk Level 5000 ~23 (one sensor 
every 3m) 
115,000 
LM200 ABB 4,500 ~23 (one sensor 
every 3m) 
103,500 




2.4.2 Multipoint Solutions 
Multipoint sensors cover sensors that are capable of measuring more than a single point, this could 
be a 2-dimensional plane or a 3-dimentional model.  
2.4.2.1 Radar 
The Industrial Radar Company known as Indurad provide a radar that is capable of scanning the 
surface of bulk material when mounted onto overhead gantry cranes, tripper cars or scrapper portals. 
Referred to as the iStockpile it consists of several DualRangeRadar (iDRR) mounted above the stockpile 
and a RadarProcessingUnit (iRPU) which is used to give real-time 3D images to the user [16]. 
2.4.2.2 Acoustic/ Ultrasonic 
Emerson Automation offers an Acoustic Phased-array level sensor known as the “Solids Scanner”, is 
capable of measuring solid materials in three-dimensions. A range of 70m is stated however the 
maximum volume measurement is 12m diameter, meaning there would need to be a number to 
monitor a stockpile greater than 12m. When this sensor is paired with their 3DVision/ 3DMultiVision, 




ABB have a sensor on the market known as the “Multipoint Volumetric Laser Scanner”. This is a sensor 
for measuring the volume of materials stored in outdoor or indoor conditions. Here laser technology 
and scanning instruments are paired together to map the surface. The data is then transmitted to the 
ABB data centre when the point cloud is analysed to produce a picture of the stockpile surface and a 
value of the total volume [18]. The problem with this, however, is that the measured data is not in 
real-time and thus not a solution for stockpiles that are always changing shape.  
2.4.2.4 Multipoint Overview 
Table 2 shows a breakdown of the associated costs. Having a sensor with the capability to measure 
the length of the stockpile requires fewer units but still comes at a significant cost. The cheapest 
scanning option available is from Indurad coming in at $64,500.  
 
Table 2: Multi-point Sensors in Industry 



























iStockpile - iDRR Indurad 15,000 
(require ~4) 







ABB 3D & 2D 
Visualisation 
software 
included It takes 
~30minutes to 
process data 
from a scan 





From these examples, it is evident to see that there are sensors available for measuring stock height 
but the costs are high. Hence this paper’s objective is to find an alternative solution that comes at a 
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much lower price. The first step is to determine all the necessary requirements that an alternative 
will need to meet.   
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3 Requirements of a Suitable Alternative Solution 
To find a suitable solution, a number of essential specifications need to be met. Some of these 
specifications are more important than others, and this will also need to be taken into consideration 
when comparing the possible options. These can be broken down into nine categories; what medium 
the sensor can measure, environmental challenges, costs, ongoing considerations, ease of use, 
accuracy, the products characteristics, connections available and safety. 
 
3.1.1.1 What medium can be measured 
The most crucial characteristic of a sensor that will be suitable is its ability to measure solids. As the 
material being measured is solid, it creates challenges for some sensors, for example, an uneven 
surface or difficulty if the sensor needs to be submerged in the product.  Thus, any sensors unable to 
measure solids would be ruled out as a viable solution.  
 
3.1.1.2 Environmental Challenges 
Environmental considerations including direct sunlight throughout the day, humidity and atmospheric 
pressure are to be taken into account when selecting a sensor. However, the low intensity of these 
factors result in low impacts. The sensor is not in an enclosed vessel and thus will not experience any 
pressures other than that of the atmosphere. Sunlight may weather the sensor’s housing but as most 
industrial sensors are housed in a sturdy casing, this would not be a vital factor.  
 
Temperature is somewhat the same as there will be no extreme conditions applied to it. However, if 
the stockpile is in an extremely cold environment, then this may fall outside standard operating 
conditions of the sensor.  
 
Water and wind both fall into highly important specifications. As the stockpile and thus the sensor will 
be subject to unpredictable weather conditions strong winds and torrential rain must not be 
overlooked. This is important to consider when it comes to how the sensors measure the level. 
 
3.1.1.3 Costs 
As discussed there are solutions for measuring the height of large outdoor stockpiles but these come 
at a high cost to companies. Therefore, all aspects of costing are at a very high level of importance. 
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The purchase price is currently where most of the costing goes, and thus it is important that this is 
kept low. Installation costs are often overlooked but are again an important consideration. If the 
sensor requires additional platforms, for example, this would significantly increase costs. Hence a 
sensor that can be mounted on the current structure is more ideal.  
 
3.1.1.4 Ongoing Considerations 
Ongoing considerations include downtime, reliability and maintenance.  Reliability and downtime are 
also both of high significance as the mining industry relies on consistent production and if this were 
to halt there would be huge economic losses. 
 
3.1.1.5 Ease of Use 
It is important for anyone involved with the sensors whether it is electricians, engineers or operators 
to find the chosen option an easy alternative. This includes ease of installation and commissioning. 
Otherwise, companies may be reluctant to take on board a difficult or complicated alternative. Hence 
this is of high importance.  
 
3.1.1.6 Accuracy 
The level of accuracy does not need to be as high as what would be required in some chemical 
processing or laboratory situations. As the stockpiles are large, an inaccuracy of up to 0.2m is 
acceptable. 
 
3.1.1.7 Products Characteristics 
As the product is of a dry nature and is being moved from the shuttle conveyor to the stockpile by 
gravity, a lot of dust is created. A major issue for some sensors, such as time of flight (TOF), is that the 
dust particles in the air can cause the waves to bounce of prematurely giving an incorrect reading. This 
also leads into the issue of build-up on the sensors. The dust can accumulate onto sensors preventing 
them from working and increasing maintenance requirement levels. Some sensors cope better with 
this than others, such as the vibrating fork switches as the vibrations knock off any dust as they vibrate.  
 
As the measured product is a raw ore, it also presents the problem of the material being non-uniform 
in size and shape. Commonly this ore is around the size of a tennis ball although there is a high chance 
of larger rocks making it to the stockpile. This results in problems with the reflection off the stockpile 
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as it remains an uneven surface and must be considered. The measuring range is another important 
component as the sensor must be able to handle the large distances. As the stockpile can be up to 
30m in height only sensors that have a measuring range of over 40m will be considered. The products 
density and dielectric constant may also need to be considered for sensors that rely on these features 
to measure the height. 
 
3.1.1.8 Connections 
The chosen sensor must be able to communicate the readings to appropriate sources, whether that 
be via RS232, Profibus or several other options. Power availability is not a problem for industrial 
setups, however, it should not be overlooked. 
 
3.1.1.9 Safety 
Safety is the most important aspect when working on an industrial site, and thus the safety of the 
sensor is imperative. Therefore, the sensor must be safe to install and use. For example, if a sensor 
that was not practical to be used in windy conditions was installed it could result in workers or 
equipment getting damaged or hurt. This also ties in with ease of approval, because if the instrument 
is known to be unsafe it will not go through the approval stage smoothly if at all. 
 
Each of these aspects has been put into a table along with a summary of why the corresponding 
importance class was selected, Table 3. 
 









Catagorie Requirements of Sensor Level of Importance Reasoning
What medium is measured Solids A must Stockpile comprised of solids
Water/ rain High As it is an outdoor environment
Wind High As it is an outdoor environment
Pressure Low
Only atmospheric pressure not subject 
to any high pressures
Humidity Low Only atmospheric 
Temperature Moderate As it is an outdoor environment
Sun Low Not an issue for sensors
Purchase Price High Aim of project is to lower costs
Installation Costs High Aim of project is to lower costs
Additional platforms High Aim of project is to lower costs
Downtime High
Aim of project is to lower costs, 
stopping production causes loss of 
profit
Reliability High
Aim of project is to lower costs, 
stopping production causes loss of 
profit
Maintanance High
Aim of project is to lower costs, 
stopping production causes loss of 
profit
Mountability on structure High
If not mountable new structures will be 
needed, raising costs
Installation Moderate
New solution must be not create extra 
work or it will not be adopted 
Calibration Moderate
New solution must be not create extra 
work or it will not be adopted 
Accuracy Accurate Moderate High accuracy isnt required 
Dialectric Constant Moderate Depends on type of level sensor
Dust High
Ore will be falling from a height 
resulting in high amounts of dust
Can Handle Build Up High High amounts of dust result in build up
Size High Average 6cm size rocks
Large Rocks High Product could have large size varriance
Range High
Must be capable of measuring from top 
of stockpile to the bottom
Density Moderate Depends on type of level sensor
Shape High Shape will be inconsistant
Power Available Low Industrial sites have sufficient power
Communication Available Low Brand specific not sensor specific
Ease of approval Moderate
New solution must be not create extra 
work or it will not be adopted 
Safety High
New solution must be not create extra 










4 Level Sensors 
 
4.1 Overview of Level Sensor Technologies Available 
A variety of level sensors are used across a range of industries to determine the amount of a product/ 
inventory. They also double as an essential safety feature which can, improve efficiency, ensure a 
consistent supply of a product and maintain control of processes [19]. In basic terms, a level sensor is 
a device that can determine the distance between a reference point, often the ground or bottom of a 
tank, to the top of the solid or liquid. Despite all level sensors sharing this common attribute, there 
are hundreds of level sensors on the market today. Due to the large assortment available, level sensors 
can be grouped into various categories [19]. 
 
In brief terms level sensors, can be categorised into the following categories; continuous and point, 
contact and non-contact, top-down and bottom-up measurement and direct and indirect. Continuous 
measures a full span while point measures a true of false reading at specific points [19]. Contact refers 
to when the sensor interacts with the material while non-contact does not [19]. Top-down 
measurement or bottom-up describes where the sensor is placed in relation to the measured material 
[19]. Direct and indirect describe how the height value is determined if it is found with the height only 
or calculated with the use of other parameters [19]. Additionally, sensors can be manual/ mechanical, 
electromechanical, electronic contacting and electronic non-contacting. For a more in-depth 
description of these categories refer to 10.1 Appendix A: Detailed classification of Sensors. 
 
4.1.1 Solid Level Sensors 
Below is a brief breakdown of the solid level sensors available; 
 Weight/cable – is when a weight is lowered on a measuring tape with the use of a counter 
wheel. When the weight reaches the products surface the tensile force is reduced. The motor 
then reverses its direction to raise the weight. As the sensing weight moves down the 
revolutions of the wheel are counted and converted into a measurable distance [19]. 
 Vibrating fork switches – comprise of a two-pronged fork mounted on the side or top of the 
vessel, tank or structure and is connected to an electrical circuit. When surrounded by air the 
fork vibrates at its natural frequency, however, once the material covers the fork its frequency 
of oscillation drops, this change is picked up by the electrical circuit. Hence this is a contact 
point level detection sensor [19]. 
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 Nuclear – level sensors consist of a shielded radioisotope source attached to one side of a 
vessel or container, with a detector placed on the other side. Gamma rays are emitted from 
the source with the amount of radiation reaching the detector inversely proportional to the 
amount of product in the container. Nuclear is a non-contact indirect measuring device [19]. 
 Guided-wave radar – are mounted above the product with a probe extending to the bottom 
of the product. Low energy microwaves are then sent down the probe, once they contact the 
product a portion of the waves are reflected up the probe. The transmitter measures the time 
delay between sending the pulse and receiving the return signal. From here the height is 
calculated by the microprocessor [19]. 
 Capacitance – level sensing is when a metal rod of the electrode takes the role of one side of 
the capacitor while the tank wall is the other side of the capacitor. As the product rises, the 
air surrounding the electrode is replaced by the product, meaning the dielectric current 
around the electrode changes, thus changing the capacitance [19].  
 
As the measured material is solid TOF technology is usually used due to its non-contact capabilities, 
these are broken down below. 
 
4.1.1.1 Time of flight sensors  
In simple terms time of flight (TOF) is when a wave is emitted by a sender, reflected by the surface of 
the product being measured before being detected by the receiver. The TOF of the pulse, or the time 
it takes between sending the pulse and receiving it, is then used along with the velocity of the 
propagation (VOP) to determine the distance to the surface, see EQ 4-1. The level can then be 
calculated by using the known height of the vessel [19]. 
 
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =





Sensors that work on the TOF method are classed as continuous, non-contact, top-down, direct 
measurement devices and fit into the electronic non-contacting classification. For a display of how this 









Time of Flight Sensor
 
Figure 3: Time of Flight Sensor Diagram 
 
There are several types of level sensors that measure using the TOF method and the aspect differing 
them is the VOP.  Ultrasonic level measurements VOP is the speed of sound while radar and lasers 
VOP is the speed of light. Sound waves are longitudinal, meaning the motion of the medium is parallel 
to the direction of the wave, whereas light waves are transverse meaning the motion of the medium 
is at a right angle to the direction of the wave, see Figure 4 [20]. The velocity of the wave is related to 










Figure 4: Wave Movement 
 
 
Figure 5: Sensors Wavelengths and Frequencies 
 
Ultrasonic, sometimes referred to as acoustic, level sensors work using the TOF method described 
above [19]. Ultrasonic differ from radar and laser as the pulse sent out is “ultrasonic” meaning it is a 
pulse above audible frequency or in other words a frequency above 20,000Hz [22]. Positives of 
ultrasonic level sensors include the fact that there are no moving or contacting parts, reducing 
maintenance. The main flaw of ultrasonic is that measurements can be effected by heavy dust, steam 
or vapours [21]. 
 
Non-contacting radar again uses the TOF method but this time uses radar waves which have a 
frequency of 2GHz to 40GHz [23]. The higher the frequency, the longer the wavelength, thus meaning 
the signal is not as heavily impacted by foreign particles [19].  
10^6 10^10 10^12 10^13 10^14 Frequncy (HZ)
Ultrasonic Radar





Laser uses infrared light as the pulse type which is to be reflected off the surface of the measured 
product. The pros of laser are the same as that of the ultrasonic, benefiting from the continuous and 
non-contact measuring method. It is important to remember that laser can be affected by dust 
particles that build up on the glass window from which the pulse is emitted and this can prevent the 
sensor from functioning correctly [19].  
 
4.2 Selection of Sensor 
After an understanding was developed for each type of level sensor available, along with all the criteria 
which needed to be met a selection could be made. This selection would isolate the sensor that 
theoretically met the most requirements to fit the stockpile application.  
 
4.2.1 Suitability Matrix 
A systematic approach was developed in the form a suitability matrix. This compares each sensor to 
each of the criteria shown earlier in Table 3. A scale of one to three was used to rate how well the 
sensor performs for each criterion with one being poor and three being well. This can be seen in Table 
4. 
 
Table 4: Suitability Matrix of Sensors 
3 - Very Good 
2 - Moderate 
1 - Poor/ Does not meet criteria 
NA - Not Applicable 
Reference 
Based on brand not sensor 








Table 4 can also be found in the Appendix accompanied with the reference for each class given. 
 
4.3 Summary of Selection 
The suitability table aided in the sensor selection process as each sensors characteristics became easily 
identifiable based on the number system allocated. The first criteria were that the sensor needed to 
be capable of measuring solids and thus, for obvious reasons, the sensors unable to do so were ruled 
out as possible solutions. This left; capacitive, guided wave radar, laser, non-contacting radar, nuclear, 
ultrasonic, vibrating fork switches, weight/cable, inductive and beam breaker sensors as options to be 
explored [24].  
 
None of the sensors on the market met all the pre-defined criteria. One of the main issues was with 
the contact sensors, which require additional platforms, thus heavily raising costs. As the aim is to find 
a cheaper solution these were deemed unsuitable. In addition to this, having a contact level sensor 
would increase maintenance and risk factor due to ore falling from height potentially hitting the 
sensor. These factors along with the force that would be exerted on the sensor as the weight of the 
product piled up on it mean that a contacting sensor is not an option for this application. This ruled 
out vibrating fork switches, guided wave radar and weight/cable [24]. 
 
Stockpiles found in the mining industry have varying height but are usually more than 30 metres high 
[10]. Therefore, a range of 40 metres or more was selected. This eliminated capacitive [19], nuclear 
[25] and inductive [26] options. Leaving laser, non-contacting radar, and ultrasonic, which operate 
through time of flight principles. Ultrasonic was ruled out as it is prone to interference from wind and 
dust when used in outdoor conditions [27].  Because of this research, radar and laser were deemed 
the only two sensors to be a viable option. Laser sensors are prone to interferences such as dust. 
However, an emerging technology known as Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) was found to be a 
possibility [24]. These two sensors are further outlined in the proceeding sections. 
 
4.4 Non-contacting Radar 
As it was determined that radar was one of the best performers regarding the criteria for this 
application, further research was carried out on the sensor. As previously stated radar differs from the 
other TOF sensors as it uses waves which are made up of alternating electric and magnetic fields, with 
a frequency in the GHz range known as microwaves [28]. Non-contacting radar can be broken down 
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into two major categories; pulse radar and frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW). Pulse 
radar sends out microwaves in pulses to the surface of the product that are bounced back by the 
surface. On the other hand, FMCW sends a continuously varying frequency, the signal returning from 
the surface mixes with the signal being transmitted at that time. The difference in the frequency 
between the received and transmitted signals is directly proportional to the distance measured, to a 
very high precision [19].  
 
The lower the frequency (generally considered to be the 6GHz range), in either of these methods, the 
lower the sensitivity that the sensor will have to dust. However, the higher the frequency (generally 
considered to be the 26GHz range), the narrower the beam is and thus less chance of interference 
from nearby structures and equipment [19]. Another important factor to consider when using a radar 
sensor is the dielectric constant of the material being measured, as the higher the dielectric constant, 
the higher the accuracy [19].  
 
As radar is non-contact, capable of measuring large ranges and measuring solids it met most of the 
criteria listed. The main feature that results in radar being a front runner is the fact that it is not 
affected by dust like laser and ultrasonic [19]. The cost of mid to long range radars is high however 
even for the most basic models; prices start at $3500.  
 
4.5 LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 
LiDAR is a remote sensing method used in a large variety of applications to produce a surface map. 
There are two types of LiDAR bathymetric and topographic. Bathymetric uses water penetrating green 
light to measure the seafloors surface while the alternative, topographic, uses a near-infrared laser to 
map the land [29]. Beyond this there are two types of pulses used by LiDAR; micro pulse, which uses 
eye safe lasers and alternately high energy systems, which are used for atmospheric research [30]. 
Hence topographic micro pulse is the type of LiDAR that would best suit the stockpile application. 
LiDAR works off the same principle as the other TOF sensors discussed in 4.1.1.1, however, the 
wavelength is in the infrared spectrum nearest to the radar side, with wavelength of approximately 




LiDAR uses the same wavelengths used by laser sensors and for that reason are classed into the same 
category. The main differing feature between LiDAR and laser is that LiDAR is solely used for light 
detection and ranging, as the name suggests, whereas laser refers to a variety of uses for laser, such 
as laser cutting, heat treatment, barcode scanners and proximity sensors [31]. Hence LiDAR is often 
used to name laser sensors.  
 
LiDAR is a promising option for monitoring the stockpile height in real time, as it is again non-
contacting, capable of large range measurements and used in similar applications such as aerial land 
mapping [29]. The cost of individual units is low ($300 range for a basic sensor) however dust may be 
an issue due to the wavelength used.  
 
4.6 LiDAR Lite V3 
From this research the radar is more promising than LiDAR in respect of its capabilities to overcome 
large amounts of dust. However, as a major objective of the project was to reduce costs radar was 
deemed to expensive if a lower cost alternative was the end goal. Hence due to the large cost 
associated with radar and the difficulties related to processing radar information, it was decided to 
progress with LiDAR while keeping in mind that it could potentially struggle with dust. A basic low-cost 
LiDAR was chosen known as the LiDAR Lite V3 produced by Garmin and costing under $300, shown in 
Figure 6. This along with several other components was used to develop the rotating sensing device. 
 
 




5 Design and Hardware 
With the sensor type selected it was important to develop a design and select hardware, all of which 
contributed to keeping the cost to a minimum.  
 
5.1 Design 
When assessing the current solutions, it was determined that sensors measuring only a single point 
rapidly increased costs. This was because there needed to be sensors placed at regular intervals along 
the stockpile to give a full analysis of the stockpile profile. For this reason, it was decided to have a 





Figure 7: Sensing Path 
 
A small servo motor was selected to give the LiDAR its scanning motion, due to servo motors ability to 
move to a set position and remain there until a different signal is received [32]. However, having this 
scanning capability would mean that the measurement read by the sensor would not directly be the 
stockpiles height. This could be solved with some trigonometric calculations, and hence a 
microcontroller would also be required to process the measurements and output the desired 
information. Having a microcontroller would also allow the servo motors motion and sensor to be 
controlled and automated to a desired routine. A low-cost Arduino Uno microcontroller was selected 
as it provided an adequate number of inputs and outputs (I/O), has pulse width modulation (PWM) 
capabilities and has a variety of possible extensions available on the market, such as the LCD shield 
[33]. With these key components in mind a rotating level sensor was developed. The components that 




5.2 Hardware Components 
The following table details the parts required to build the rotating sensor.  
 
Table 5: Hardware List 
Part Quantity Place of purchase Total cost 
(AU$) 
LIDAR-Lite v3 – with accompanying wire 1 Core Electronics 248.30 
HS-645MG servo motor 1 Core Electronics 68.39 
Assorted wires 1 Core Electronics 2.70 
Arduino Uno 1 Core Electronics 38.99 
Aluminium multi-purpose servo bracket 1 Core Electronics 9.67 
USB cable (male A-type to male B-type) 1 Core Electronics 6.95 
Small breadboard 1 Core Electronics 4.27 
1K Ohm resistor 1 Core Electronics 0.38 
3.9K Ohm resistor 2 Core Electronics 0.76 
0.1uF capacitor 2 Core Electronics 0.34 
LCD keypad shield for Arduino 1 Core Electronics 16.12 
Terminal block – 6 way 1 Core Electronics 1.75 
Small metal plate with 90 bend 2 Sourced from Murdoch 
University 
--- 
Plastic Housing (H:185 x W:145 x D:75mm) 1 Sourced from Murdoch 
University 
--- 
Arduino Software 1 www.arduino.cc Free 
 
All the products are easily obtainable in Australia with the total cost of all the components totalling 
$398.62 (prices correct as of 12/05/2017). Once all these items were obtained the Rotating LiDAR 
Level Sensor (RLLS) was constructed, the final product is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The inputs 
to the sensor are displayed in Figure 10, and the wiring diagram is shown in Figure 11. Figure 7 shows 
the internal components, the reasoning and purpose behind each these are explained further in 



















































































This Section explains the measurements taken by the LiDAR, input required by the user and the 
resulting measurements that can be calculated. Additionally, the calculations used are explained along 
with the options for outputting the resulting data. Finally, the functionality of the code is summarised.  
 
6.1 Measurements 
As the sensor is rotating along the horizontal plane, the measurements taken by the LiDAR do not 
directly correspond to the height of the stockpile. These measurements taken can, however, be used 
to calculate the stockpiles height. When this information is paired with the appropriate servo motor 
angle all the required information can be found. The calculations required to find all the values will be 
stepped through in 6.2. Figure 12 shows each aspect involved in the calculations and assists with 
understanding exactly where each measurement or calculation starts, finishes or occurs. There are six 
different lines illustrated in Figure 12, each of these is either input by the user, measured by the 














-- ANGLE BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PLANE (0°) AND SCAN START POSITION
-- ANGLE BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PLANE (0°) AND SCAN STOP POSITION
-- ANGLE BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PLANE (0°) AND EXAMPLE OF WAVE MEASURING #1 
-- ANGLE BETWEEN HORIZONTAL PLANE (0°) AND EXAMPLE OF WAVE MEASURING #2 














Figure 12: Diagram of Measurements used in Calculations 
 
Table 6: Measurement Details 
Measurement Variable Name Unit Determined By 
Mount Height  mountheight Centimetres Input by user 
Scan start (Angle #1) anglelo Degrees Input by user 
Scan stop (Angle #2) anglehi Degrees Input by user 
Time for the sensor to return from scan 
stop to scan start 
returntime Milliseconds Input by user 
Wave measurement (below 90°/above 
90°) 
measurement Centimetres Measurement 
Angle #3/ Angle #4 currentangle Degrees Measurement 
Angle #5 angle Degrees Calculation 
Horizontal Distance horizdistance Centimetres Calculation 
Vertical Distance vertdistance Centimetres Calculation 
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Stock height stockheight Centimetres Calculation 
 
6.2 Calculations 
Now that a comprehensive understanding of each measurement and its associated name has been 
developed, the calculation steps will be worked through.  
 
When the current scanning angle is less than or equal to 90°; 
 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 EQ 6-1 
When the current scanning angle is greater than 90°; 
 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 180° − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 EQ 6-2 
Now there is the angle for the triangle three simple calculations need to be carried out to give 
the vertical distance, horizontal distance and stock height. 
 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = sin(𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒) ∗ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 EQ 6-3 
 
 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = cos(𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒) ∗ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 EQ 6-4 
 
 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 EQ 6-5 
 
This can be seen in Figure 13. It is important to note that the horizontal distance is zero when the 
servo motor is at 90 degrees. Additionally, the horizontal distance is positive when the servo motor is 
in the zero to 90-degree range and negative in the 91 to 180-degree range. Hence a horizontal distance 
of -75cm would mean that the stock height measurement was taken 75cm to the left of the sensor, 






































Figure 13: Diagram of Calculations 
 
All the calculations are carried out by the Arduino, however limiting software factors require 
angles to be in radians rather than degrees, thus to allow for this EQ 6-3 and EQ 6-4 both have 
additional arithmetic within the code.  
 
There are several “pre-calculations” that should be worked through to determine if the RLLS 
has the range suitable for a specific application. Additionally, the start scan and stop scan 
positions can be used to determine the horizontal range the sensor will have. These can be 
found in 10.4 Appendix D: Pre-installation Calculations and User Defined Variables. 
 
6.3 Output of Measurements 
It is important that the data being found by the RLLS is output in a useful way for the user. This can be 
done via three methods; to an Excel spreadsheet, the LCD screen on the RLLS, or to a programmable 
logic controller (PLC). Output to the Excel spreadsheet allows for the data to be recorded in columns 
in real-time while also producing a real-time plot for easy viewing. Data output to the PLC results in 
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information that can be read and interpreted by the PLC and result in automatic changes per the 
information received. 
 
6.3.1 Data to PLC 
Two pieces of information are to be sent to the PLC, the stockpile height and how far along the 
stockpile that height was measured (horizontal distance). This was tested with a Siemens S7 PLC with 
the 314-2DP central processing unit (CPU). As the Arduino, does not have analogue outputs, two PWM 
pins on the Arduino were used to output the two measurements to the breadboard. Then each signal 
passes through a low-pass filter made up of two 3.9KΩ resistors and two 0.1uF capacitors (refer to 
Figure 11 for the wiring) and out through the external outputs shown in Figure 10. The signal is then 
sent to two analogue inputs on the PLC. From here it is up to the client as to how the measurements 
are used. The PLC receives the measurements in a voltage value between 0 and 5V. See Figure 14 for 
a diagram of part of the code used to scale the analogue input and Figure 15 for a view of the two 





Figure 14: PLC Code for Scaling Analogue Input 
 
 
Figure 15: Readings in PLC 
 
6.3.2 Data to Excel Spreadsheet 
The data being sent to the Excel spreadsheet has a more user-friendly purpose with it being capable 
of showing the measurements in decimal form along with a real-time plot of the surface. Any number 
of the variables can be output to Excel however the two required for the plot is the same as that of 
the PLC; the stockpile height and horizontal distance. Figure 16 shows the layout. An additional piece 
of software known as PLX-DAQ by Parallax Inc. allows the Arduino to communicate to Excel via serial 
communication (hence the need for the USB cable). The free software is essentially an add-on in which 
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the port and baud rate are entered by the user, and then a simple connect/disconnect button to start 
and stop serial communication, Figure 17 [1].  
 
 
Figure 16: Excel Layout 
 
Figure 17: PLX-DAQ 
 
 
The spreadsheet is setup to plot the first scan in one colour followed by the second and third in other 
colours. These are all displayed on the same plot so it can be seen how exactly the surface height is 
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changing, see the Figures below. After three scans, each point is updated as the new measurement is 
taken, this is shown in the following three figures. Detailed instructions on how to use this software 
can be seen in “RLLS Technical Specifications and User Manual”. 
 
 





Figure 19: Excel Real-time Plot 2 
 
 
Figure 20: Excel Real-time Plot 3 
 
6.3.3 LCD Display 





Figure 21: LCD Display on RLLS 
 
6.4 Summary of Code Functionality 
The Arduino code controls many of the sensor’s capabilities, including the servo motor’s movement, 
LiDAR measurements, trigonometry calculations, user defined inputs, output of data to an Excel 
spreadsheet and PLC. The complete code takes up 25% of the program storage and is approximately 
188 lines. The functionality of the code associated with the wiring diagram in Figure 11 is described 
below while a full copy of the code can be found in 10.3 Appendix C: Code.  
 
6.4.1 Declaration of Variables 
The first step within the code is to call upon the libraries2. These include the servo library which 
controls motion of the servo motor and the liquid crystal library which controls the LCD. The next stage 
is where all the variables are declared; these include the constants, calculated variables, PLC variables 
and the Excel variables. The constants are the user defined inputs described in Section 6.1 
Measurements, which include mount height, anglehi, anglelo and return time. The calculated variables 
consist of the variables used in all the calculations for determining the stock height and the horizontal 
distance. The PLC variables are used to convert the values into duty cycles so the PLC can interpret 
them as PWM signals. Finally, the Excel variables include a variable which is later used to determine 
the scan number for the real-time plot.  
 
6.4.2 Void Setup (Run Once Loop) 
At this point, the setup routine is a loop that runs only once in the program. Here the pins are set for 
the LiDAR, servo motor and PLC outputs. Additionally, the setup routine consists of the pre-
calculations which determine aspects later used by the Excel and PLC outputs as well as the return 
                                                          
2 Arduino libraries are files written in C or C++ to provide added functionality such as working with hardware or 
manipulating data [65]. 
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time for the sensor.  The remainder of the code takes place in the primary routine which is a loop that 
runs continuously.  
 
6.4.3 Void Loop (Continuous Loop) 
Within the primary loop, there are two major loops, one of which controls the scan of the sensor from 
the start to the stops positions, while taking measurements, and the other of which control the return 
of the sensor, without measurements occurring, back to the start position. In the first major loop, the 
servo motor is controlled to move plus one degree at a time and take a measurement then carries out 
the calculations, shown in Section 6.2 Calculations. The serial.write function is then used to write the 
data to the excel spreadsheet via the PLX DAQ. At this stage, the scan count is also occurring which 
controls the real-time plot in Excel. The number of scan points (which depend on the scan range input) 
is dynamically incorporated into the scan count which labels all the degree measurements in one scan 
as scan one, and increments until three scans are complete before updating each point as it is 
remeasured. 
 
Next, the LCD instructions are stated before the code goes on to address the PLC instructions. This 
involves converting the measurements into a duty cycle with a scaling factor specified in the variables 
and writing to the associated pins. After a loop delay, this is the end of the first major loop within the 
void loop.  Everything explained thus far in void loop is then repeated continuously until the servo 
motor reaches its stop scan position. The second major loop within the primary loop simply consists 
of moving the servo by minus one degree from it stop position to its start position over a time set by 
a user defined variable. A diagram of how the RLLS operates is shown in Figure 22 and the code 










Void Setup (Run Once Loop)

















Figure 23: Code Flow Block Diagram 
 
With the RLLS fully assembled and all key components satisfied, the sensor is ready for testing.   
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7 Preliminary Testing, Results and Analysis 
To ensure the sensor would be capable of accurately measuring the height of the stockpile under a 
variety of conditions several tests were undertaken. The tests were not only chosen to best represent 
the different scenarios that the sensor may be exposed to, but also the factors that affect its accuracy 
and reliability. These tests included surface properties (incident angle, reflectiveness and surface 
roughness) as well as atmospheric properties (lighting and dust). When carrying out the tests with the 
RLLS, all data was recorded to Excel via PLX DAQ. Refer to 10.5 Appendix E: Testing Procedures for the 
procedure used for each test. 
 
7.1 Surface Reflectivity 
As discussed, the LiDAR sensor works by using an infrared signal which is sent from the sensor and is 
reflected by a surface. The strength of the returning signal is affected by the reflectiveness of the 
surface [34]. According to research carried out at the Institute for Spatial Information and Surveying 
Technology in Germany, the following is true when using infrared distance scanner with different 
reflective surfaces; 
“It has been observed that surfaces of different reflectivity result in systematic errors in range. 
For some materials, these errors may reach amounts several times larger than the standard 
deviation of a single range measurement” Wolfgang Boehler and AndreasMarbs [34]. 
White surfaces have a theoretical reflectance value of 100%, resulting in strong reflections, while black 
surfaces have a theoretical reflectance value of 0%, resulting in a reflectance of zero. All other colours 
range between these two values [35]. Due to these reasons, the surface influences the ability of the 
sensor to measure the distance accurately. When measuring a stockpile, the surface colour would be 
of a yellow, brown, red or dark grey colour, Table 7 shows the reflectance or albedos of a variety of 




Table 7: Surface Reflectivity’s of Natural Materials 
 
 
Testing was carried out on a black and white surface to test the extremities of surface reflectivity. A 
grey surface was going to be used as a medium comparator however upon surface reflectance tests it 
was found to have the same reflectivity as the white surface under near-infrared light. For more 
information on this refer to 10.5 Appendix E: Testing Procedures. The results are shown below. 
 
7.1.1 Surface Reflectivity Results 
When testing the effects that surface reflectivity has on the accuracy of measurement the following 
results were obtained. The distance between the sensor and the surface was measured to be 150cm 
(+/- 0.05cm) as per the measuring tape. This distance was then measured by the sensor, and the 
following results were found. One hundred measurements were taken for each surface, with the 
resulting average shown in Figure 24. 
 
TYPE OF SOIL ALBEDO TYPE OF SOIL ALBEDO
Wet fields, not plowed 9.5 Blue loam, dry 23
Soil, dark, plowed, wet 6 Blue clay, dry 23
Black soil, moist 8 Clay, dry 23
Soil, dark, plowed, dry 8 Grey soil, dry 27.5
Soil, dark, wet 8 Sand, light, dry 35
Soil, light, plowed, wet 8 Soil, sandy, dry 25
Soil, light, wet 10 River sand, quartz, wet 29
Soil, grey, mist 15 Sand, quartz, yellow 34.5
Plowed fields, dry 16 Sand, white 37
Dark grey silt 12 Sand, yellow 35
Soil, dark, dry 13 Sand, light, fine 37
Black soil, dry 14 Sand, dry 40
Plowed fields, moist 14 River sand 43
Rust red soil 15 White chalk, lime 45
Blue loam, moist 16 Salt deposits, (playas) 50
Blue clay, wet 16 Sand, gypsum 55
Soil, light, plowed, dry 16
Brown soil 17 Lava 10
Red soils 17 Other rocks 13.5
Reddish brown soil 17 Granite 15
Soil, light, dry 18 Rocks, wet 20
Soil, sand, wet 20 Stone 30





Figure 24: Reflectance Results at 90 Degrees 
 
The actual measurement shown on the graph above is the 150cm measured by the measuring tape, 
and the two red lines show the error limit specified in the manual for the LiDAR sensor (+/- 2.5cm). 
The remaining two lines indicate the distance measured when the surface was white and black. When 
white paper was used, the measurement was just over 148cm. This is the closest measurement to the 
actual distance but also the only measurement to fall within the error limits of the LiDAR. The black 
gave a result outside of the error limits of 153.78cm.  
 
In addition to this, the standard deviations of these values were calculated to analyse how much 
variance occurred for each surface within the 100 measurements taken. Figure 25 shows that white 
had the highest standard deviation of just less than 1.2cm were as the black had a standard deviation 
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Figure 25: Surface Reflectivity Standard Deviations 
 
7.1.2 Analysis of Surface Reflectivity Results  
As discussed in Section 7.1 Surface Reflectivity, it is expected that surfaces with high reflectivity will 
give the most accurate measurements and that accuracy will decrease as the surface reflectance does, 
due to the measurement method the sensor uses. The white surface had the highest reflectivity 
(91.5%) and gave the most accurate distance measurement with an error of 1.8cm. This measurement 
is within the error limit, thus it can be said that the white surface gave no error when measuring. The 
black surface has a reflectivity of 17.02% and was expected to have the most error within its 
measurement. The black surface gave an average measurement of 153.78cm, meaning it gave a 
distance greater than what was present. This may be because less of the beam is reflected to the 
receiver resulting in a greater amount of time before the sensor registers this return, thus giving a 
larger distance. The error when measuring the black surface is 3.78cm which is outside of the error 
limits specified by the technical manual of the LiDAR. This is a relatively good measurement however 
as the black surface has the poorest reflectivity possible and is still able to measure the distance within 
2.5% of its overall distance. The standard deviations were within 0.4cm of each other, meaning the 
variance within the 100 measurements taken for each surface was low. From these results it can be 
assumed that the reflectivity of the stockpile would not affect the sensor, if measuring coal for 





7.2 Incidence Angle 
The incident angle is another important surface property that affects the accuracy and reliability of 
the sensors readings [37]. The incident angle is the angle between the incoming wave, in this case, the 
infrared wave, and the surface normal [38]. Figure 26 below shows an incident angle of 90 degrees 















Figure 26: Incident Angle of Surface 
 
Lambert’s cosine law from 1760 states that;  
“The amount of light emitted from a surface in different directions is proportional to the cosine 
of the angle between the direction, s, and the surface normal, n.” Lambert’s law, 1760 [39] 
Therefore, it is expected that there will be a decrease in signal level with a decrease in incident angle 
[37]. The first reason behind this is the signal footprint size varies in relation to the incident angle. In 
Figure 27 the circular footprint size of the signal is smallest at an angle of 90 degrees and increases as 
the incident angle decrease [38]. This means that the reflected signal is weaker when the footprint is 












Figure 27: Incident Angle and Footprint 
 
The second aspect to consider is due to the signal being reflected off the surface at many different 
angles. Part B of Figure 28 shows that if the surface is perfectly smooth, specular, the reflection will 
bounce off at 90 degrees and thus not return a signal to the sensor as there is no bounce back in that 
direction. Part A, however, shows a surface that is not perfectly smooth, diffuse, and in these cases, 
the signal is bounced off at varying angles, and thus the sensor is more than likely to receive a return 
signal [40]. Unless a scientific specular source is used as the surface, it can be safe to assume that all 
surfaces are diffuse on a microscopic level. Regarding the footprint aspect, it is expected that the 
sensor will decrease its accuracy as the incident angle is decreased. However, due to the diffuse 












Figure 28: Reflectance Angles 
 
7.2.1 Incident Angle Results 
The results for the incident angle tests are shown in Figure 29. This is the average of the 100 
measurements obtained at each incident angle. 
 
 
Figure 29: Incident Angle Results 
 
It can be seen in the Figure 29 that the white surface measurement was within the error limits for all 
surface angles. The black surface was however outside of the error limits for much of the surface 
angles, although there seems to be no correlation between the accuracy and the surface angle based 
upon what can be seen in Figure 29.  
 
For both surfaces, the standard deviation of the values is shown in Figure 30. For both surfaces, the 
standard deviation is between 0.8 and 1.2cm when the surface angle is 90 degrees. The black surface 
displays increasing standard deviations as the incident angle decreases. The standard deviation 
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Figure 30: Incident Angle Standard Deviations 
 
7.2.2 Analysis of Incident Angle Results 
It was expected for the measurement error not to have a noticeable play on the accuracy of the sensor. 
The white surface measurements stayed within the error limits for every incident angle. Thus it will be 
presumed that the incident angle plays no role in the error as they are within the specified limits and 
not directly associated to the incident angle in this scenario. Additionally, the error is not increasing 
with a decreasing incident angle as expected, leading one to believe that it is not an important factor. 
The black surface was outside of the error limits for most incident angles. Again, there seems to be 
little correlating pattern between the incident angle and the error, apart from a slight decrease in 
error with lowering incident angle. As the black surface, has already displayed larger errors than the 
white surface in the reflectivity test, it would not be a supported statement to say that the decreasing 
trend has a definite relation to the incident angle. In conclusion, based upon the obtained data there 
is no relation between measurement accuracy and incident angle. The determining feature at this 
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7.3 Surface Roughness  
Surface roughness is another surface factor that can affect the sensor’s abilities. The roughness of the 
surface is dependent on the sensor beam spread, which is the surface area of the beam on the 
reflecting surface. This is because roughness can be in terms of a microscopic scale that is not apparent 
to the human eye. For example it could be on the centimetres scale which is easily visible by the eye. 
The sensor has the following rule when determining the spread of the beam on the surface. When 
distances are greater than 1 meter the beam diameter is equal to distance/ 100 [41]. So, for example, 
if the surface were 5 meters away the surface beam would be 0.05 meters in diameter. Macroscopic 
irregularities on surface, or in other words irregularities in the mm to cm range, produce “smooth” 
surfaces for the sensor with respect to the footprint size, even though they may seem rough in 
comparison to the wavelength [37]. Similarly, if the surface roughness is less than the footprint size, 
there is always an angle that will reflect part of the beam back to the receiver of the sensors as shown 
in Figure 28. If the footprint size is larger than the roughness, it falls back into the incident angle testing 
although the footprint of the beam is never below 1cm and as mentioned in Section 7.2 all surfaces 
display a roughness unless a scientifically sourced specular surface is used. Hence it is not expected 
that the surface roughness will affect the ability of the sensor to measure accurately.  
 
7.3.1 Surface Roughness Results 
The results from the roughness tests showed results all within 1cm of each other. The P40 grade 
sandpaper, or in other words the roughest paper was the closest to the actual distance with an error 
of -1.32 followed by the mid roughness with an error of -1.88 and finally the smoothest paper with an 





Figure 31: Errors in Roughness Tests 
 
 
Figure 32: Standard Deviation in Roughness Tests 
 
7.3.2 Analysis of Surface Roughness Results 
It was expected that the surface roughness was not going to affect the accuracy of the sensor due to 
the footprint size. However, results showed a slight increase in error with decrease in roughness. 
These results were within 1cm of each other and as the error range of the sensor is +/-2.5cm the 
differences of less than 1cm do not hold a solid basis to identify a correlation. Based upon these 
findings it can be concluded that the roughness does not affect the accuracy. The standard deviations 















































7.4 Light Levels 
Ambient lighting can affect infrared sensors when measuring. This can be in terms of artificial lighting 
or light from the sun [42]. This is because the sunlight or artificial light can prevent the sensor from 
being able to interpret the returning light pulse [43]. The receiver within the sensor is a photo resistor 
and determines when the returning pulse reaches it. However, if there is strong ambient light, the 
receiver will already be receiving a signal when the infrared signal is returned. Therefore, it will be 
harder or impossible for the sensor to distinguish between the returning signal and the ambient light. 
There is a possible solution to this which involves the infrared light being sent in a pulse rather than a 
constant beam. In this case, the receiver must only detect the infrared pulses that are of the exact 
frequency as those sent. This removes all higher and lower frequencies which would be due to the 
ambient lighting [44]. The LiDAR Lite v3 manual states the following when explaining the operation;  
“To take a measurement, this device first performs a receiver bias correction routine, 
correcting for changing ambient light levels and allowing maximum sensitivity” [41]. 
The manual also explains that the transmitted signal has a coded signature and looks for the same 
signature on return. If there is a signal match, then the result is stored in the memory as a correlation 
record [41]. These two aspects of the operation of the sensor mean the sensor has been built in a way 
to withstand the effects of ambient light. The sensor developed would need to be capable of 
measuring during the night, and during daylight, thus this theory was tested with the sensor. 
 
7.4.1 Light Level Results 
Both white and black surfaces were tested in three levels of light; the results are shown in Figure 33.  
The white surface had similar errors for all three light levels of approximately 1.5cm. The black surface 
showed a much larger amount of error than the white, however, the important thing to note from 
these results is the increasing error with increasing darkness. The errors for the black surface range 





Figure 33: Darkness Measurement Results 
 
The standard deviation of all tests was approximately 1cm, peaking at 1.5cm. 
 
 




















































7.4.2 Analysis of Light Level Results 
It was expected that ambient light would have no effect on the accuracy of the sensor. However if it 
did it would be a reduced accuracy as the brightness increased. The white surface results showed no 
significant differences in error patterns confirming that the sensors mechanism to prevent ambient 
light effects is working. The black surface, on the other hand, displayed large errors as per the 
discoveries in the reflection tests and additionally showed increasing error as the brightness 
decreased. This is the opposite trend to what was expected, although the error only goes up by 
approximately 0.7% of the total distance. For this reason and since the difference is less than the error 
limits of the sensor this trend can be overlooked as being insignificant.  The standard deviations 
remained low meaning there was consistency within the 100 measurements taken. 
 
7.5 Dust & Airborne Obscurants 
As the sensor is being designed for use above a stockpile a very important atmospheric condition to 
take into consideration is the high amounts of airborne obscurants that may be present such as dust 
and rain. For reasons explained in Appendix 10.5 the testing was kept theoretical; four existing case 
studies were analysed to gain an understanding of how the LiDAR might cope in environments with 
airborne obscurants such as dust or rain. 
 
7.5.1 Dust & Airborne Obscurants Findings 
7.5.1.1 Case Study 1: Tyson Phillips - Determining and verifying object pose from LiDAR measurement 
to support the perception needs of an autonomous excavator, The University of Queensland 
This paper is a study of how LiDAR can be used to meet the perception requirements of robots in field 
applications with a major focus area is the ability for the LiDAR to work within dusty environments. 
The paper states that there are four possible outcomes for LiDAR when encountering a dust cloud; (i) 
only return signal from the target, (ii) only return signal from the dust cloud, (iii) return signal from 
both the dust cloud and the target or (iv) no signal return from either due to the signal being lost in 
the cloud [45].  
 
It was found that option (iii) was the most accurate with the writer stating; 
“Dust is an issue for sensing by LiDAR. It is to be noted that LiDAR sensor manufacturers already 
make efforts to deal with dust effects by signal processing within the sensor, either through 
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computation applied to the return signal or by optical filtering of the return pulse” Tyson 
Phillips [45]. 
Testing of the LiDAR under dusty conditions resulted in three major conclusions; (i) where LiDAR 
measures dust it does so with the leading edge of the cloud, (ii) dust begins to affect measurements 
when atmospheric transmittance3 is below 74% and (iii) is capable of measuring to the target through 
dust clouds with transmittance as low as 2% with moderative to high reflective targets and 6% with 
low reflectivity targets [45].  
 
7.5.1.2 Case Study 2 & 3: Mike Sekerka – Space Technologies Create a New Class of LiDAR, LiDAR 
Magazine & Philip Church – LiDAR Architecture for Harsh Environment Applications, Neptec 
Technologies Corp Ontario 
Case Study 2 is an article focused around a new product known as the OPAL-360, a scanner for harsh 
environments. It is pointed out that conventional lasers have always struggled with obscurants such 
as dust, even when packaged for harsh environments such as the mining industry [46]. In response to 
this Neptec developed; 
“A new class of LiDAR specifically designed for harsh environments. OPAL – Obscurant-
penetrating Auto-synchronous LiDAR – is a dust-penetrating technology originally developed 
for helicopters landing in the desert, but also works for other obscurants such as fog, rain, 
snow and smoke” Mike Sekerka [46]. 
This is done so with a method based on waveform technology and advanced temporal and spatial 
filtering, a patented technology. The article goes on to say that the OPAL is the only sensor truly 
capable of seeing through dust in real-time, currently on the market. The technology is said to be 
unlike range-gating4 or multi-echo5 technology and thus why it is capable of real-time processing. The 
company is now working with clients in the mining industry as the technologies applications expand 
into other areas [46].  
 
Case Study 3 is a more technical review of the dust-penetrating technology used by Neptec in the 
OPAL sensor. It is described that the LiDAR operates with a wavelength of 1540nm (almost twice that 
of the LiDAR Lite v3). It is described that one aspect of the ability to penetrate dust is through a 
                                                          
3 Transmittance is the ratio of the light energy falling on a body to that transmitted through it [62]. 
4 Range-gated imaging permits long ranges whilst reducing the effects of particles. The receiver of the sensor 
has a short exposure time referred to as a gate [63].  
5 Multi-echo imaging is when a series of echoes are attained as a train after one excitation pulse [64].  
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hardware design where features of the returning waveform are evaluated in real-time without 
needing to have processor intensive digitisation. Additionally, a real-time filter is incorporated into 
the software to filter the returning signals from the obscurant particles [47].  
 
Testing of the OPAL was carried out using an aerosol chamber facility at the Defence Research and 
Development Canada, which has a testing length of 22m. Dust and heavy water fog where both tested 
and resulted in results close to the actual measurement. However, both tests used clouds with 
constant density which would rarely be the case in reality. Further tests are currently underway to 
better characterise the sensor [47]. 
 
7.5.1.3 Case Study 4: Nicky Guenther – The application of laser sensing technology to proximity 
detection in the mining industry, SICK Australia 
This case study is by SICK a company involved in laser application technology in indoor and outdoor 
applications. The paper revolves around the application of laser technology, specifically LiDAR, in the 
mining industry. The scanner put forward was originally developed by Ibea and can penetrate dust 
using multi-echo technology and advanced processing algorithms to overcome the airborne particles. 
It is stated that there is a trade-off between range and dust sensitivity, the selected trade-off is chosen 
for each application. In conclusion, the sensor is said to be proven to be reliable in dusty environments 
[48]. 
 
7.5.2 Analysis of Dust & Airborne Obscurants Findings 
It is clear to see an emerging trend in these case studies LiDAR is affected by particles in the air such 
as dust and rain. However, there are technologies that allow the sensor to still function at an 
acceptable level of accuracy so much so that LiDAR sensors are being implemented in the mining 
industry today. The technology used to do so is at an early and competitive stage in its development, 
with further testing and improvements still required. Range-gating and multi-echo are the most 
commonly used technologies for this, while Neptec have a patented technology it appears the solution 
is still along the waveform and filtering path. Hence the LiDAR in the RLLS has the potential to work 




7.6 Stockpile Replica 
The purpose behind the stockpile replica testing was to ensure the real-time capabilities of the sensor 
were working correctly and that the internal mathematics were correct. This has not been displayed 
yet as the above tests all had the sensor set to a constant 90 degrees for measurements, and thus no 
calculations were being tested. As outlined in section 6.2 Calculations, when the servo motor is at an 
angle other than 90 degrees the distance measured and the angle of the servo motor as used to find 
the actual height of the stockpile.  
 
The first stockpile replica is referred to as no stockpile and is essentially a flat surface. If there were 
no internal calculations, the measured distance would increase as the angle increased and decreased 
above and below 90 degrees as the sensor is reading a larger distance. However, after internal data 
manipulation, the output should display a constant 0 which would be the “actual” stock height. The 
other stockpile replicas include random object, flat surface stockpile, single peak stockpile and multi-
peak stockpile.  
 
7.6.1 Stockpile Replica Results 
The stockpile replica testing consisted of five types of stockpiles; no stockpile, random object, flat 
surface stockpile, single peak stockpile and multi-peak stockpile. For all tests, ten scans were taken of 
the surface, and the average of the ten scans at each angle were averaged before being shown in the 
plots below.  
7.6.1.1 No Stockpile 
For the “no stockpile” test the ground was measured by the scanner meaning a constant value of zero 
should be found. Figure 35 shows that the value hovers around the zero values with errors up to 5cm 
above and below. The red lines depict the error limits specified for the LiDAR in the Technical 




Figure 35: No Stockpile Measurement Results 
 
The standard deviations found for the flat surface were also inconsistent, jumping to 5 and 8cm. 
 
 





















































7.6.1.2 Random Object 
The random object used for testing was a cylinder placed on 
its side. This can be seen in Figure 37. The cylinder displays 
a circular surface when laid on its side and thus may be an 
awkward shape for the sensor to measure.  
 
Figure 38 shows the random object placed in the centre of 
the scanning area, with the highest point of the cylinder at 
37.73cm. The actual height measured by the measuring tape 
was 37cm. On either side of the object the reading should 
remain zero, the measurement hovered around zero but dropped down to 5cm at points. 
 
 
Figure 38: Random Object Measurement Results 
 
Figure 39 shows the standard deviations when measuring the random object, again there is a large 
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Figure 39: Standard Deviation of Random Object 
 
7.6.1.3 Flat Surface Stockpile 
The first test with the stockpile was the “flat surface” stockpile. Figure 41 shows the stockpile was 
constructed within the fish tank and the sand was shaped to display a flat surface along the bulk of 
the stockpile with sloping edges at the sides. A spirit level was used to ensure a flat surface, and a ruler 
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Figure 41: Flat Surface Stockpile 
 
The results of the flat stockpile testing are shown in Figure 42. The approximate shape is accurate 
although it can be seen there is irregularities around where the actual line should be. The height of 
the stockpile measured by the ruler shown in Figure 40 was 13cm. In comparison, the sensor showed 
a stock height of approximately 10.75cm with the highest point shown as 12.19cm. This is within the 
sensors error range. 
 
 
Figure 42: Flat Surface Stockpile Results 
 
Figure 43 shows the standard deviation when measuring the flat surface stockpile. As per the last two 
























Figure 43: Standard Deviation of Flat Stockpile 
 
7.6.1.4 Single Peak Stockpile 
The single peak stockpile consisted of two sloping sides meeting in the middle, forming a peak, which 
is depicted in Figure 45. The peak was tested to ensure the surface was flat and was then measured 
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Figure 45: Single Peak Stockpile 
 
The peak stock height shown in the plot, Figure 46, is 15.12 cm which is 2.98cm below the value 
measured with the ruler. This is outside the error limits of the sensor. The general shape of the 
stockpile is shown to be the same when measured with the sensor, once again though it displays some 
irregularities around the correct value. 
 
 
Figure 46: Single Peak Stockpile Results 
 

























Figure 47: Standard Deviation of Single Peak Stockpile 
 
7.6.1.5 Multi-peak Stockpile  
The last stockpile test was the multi-peak shape, as the name suggests this was a stockpile that had 
several peaks of similar height. The measured height of the middle peak was 16cm per the ruler, see 
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Figure 49: Multi-peak Stockpile 
 
The middle peak height was measured to be 16cm. In Figure 50 it shows the middle peak to be 
12.56cm high. This is 3.44cm below the actual value and is 1cm more than the error limit of the sensor. 
Once again the general profile of the stock height is accurate however some abnormalities are 
apparent around the second peak.  
 
 
Figure 50: Multi-peak Stockpile Results 
 
Figure 51 shows the standard deviation from measuring the multi-peak stockpile. The standard 
























Figure 51: Standard Deviation of Multi-Peak Stockpile 
 
7.6.2 Analysis of Stockpile Replica Results 
The stockpile replicas (flat surface, single peak and multi-peak) all showed that the sensor is able to 
give a reasonably accurate output of the stockpiles profile. This tells us that the trigonometry 
calculations within the code are working correctly and the scanning component of the sensor is 
working well. The heights of the stockpile were however all below the height measured with the ruler. 
The flat stockpile was -2.25cm, single peak was -2.98cm and the multi-peak was -3.44cm. The latter 
two measurements are outside the error limits of the sensor, meaning there may be another cause 
for these errors.  
 
The random object again gave an accurate representation of the profile. However, the height of the 
random object was within 1cm of that measured by the measuring tape, hence results were as 
expected for this test. The remaining test was the “No Stockpile”. This was expected to produce a line 
at 0cm. The results did not increase at either side again confirming the trigonometry calculations were 
correct. There was, however, a large amount of error around the 0cm mark.  
 
When reviewing the standard deviations and raw measurements from the stockpile replica tests, it 
became apparent that there were some abnormally large errors within the data. Table 8 shows the 
raw measurement from the no stockpile test. The plots within the results displayed reasonably 


























height being approximately 18cm that is an extremely large variation. It was important to find out 
what was causing these errors so the problem could be rectified, these are outlined below.  
 
Table 8: No Stockpile Tests Raw Data 
 
 
7.6.3 Fault Finding 
Many areas were considered to find the possible reason behind the errors, the major areas researched 
were;  
1) Arduino Timer Resolution: the servo motor movement is based upon the PWM signal from 
the Arduino, the PWM signal is generated by a timer. The resolution of the timer would 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
75.00 1.34 0.27 -18.37 2.98 0.18 0.56 4.14 -14.8 5.68 0.56 -1.746 7.660432
76.00 -0.36 -0.75 -24.13 -2.78 -3.27 -3.27 0.71 -15.49 3.23 -5.89 -5.2 7.919801
77.00 0.04 -27.64 -2.3 -1.42 -2.69 -2.79 -2.2 -2.2 -2.69 -3.18 -4.707 7.692645
78.00 -2.64 -2.54 -2.64 -2.84 -2.74 -0.69 -1.08 -0.98 -1.57 -27.19 -4.491 7.60682
79.00 -0.97 -2.05 -2.44 -1.16 -1.16 -0.87 -1.56 -2.54 -2.24 -0.28 -1.527 0.721735
80.00 -1.39 -1.49 -2.67 -2.08 -1.1 -2.87 -1.69 -2.48 -0.41 -1.39 -1.757 0.727366
81.00 -1.37 -0.88 -2.66 -1.47 -2.86 -2.46 -1.37 -2.36 -3.35 -1.47 -2.025 0.770886
82.00 -2.89 0.38 -2.39 -28.54 -1.9 -1.6 -2.1 -3.48 -2.69 -2.49 -4.77 7.983344
83.00 -1.58 -1.58 -1.08 -0.98 -2.37 -1.98 -1.68 -1.78 -1.98 -0.59 -1.56 0.507957
84.00 -0.31 -1.9 -0.81 -2.9 -0.61 -0.91 -1.4 -2.8 -1.21 -1.21 -1.406 0.832601
85.00 -1.88 -1.18 -0.58 -3.27 -1.78 -2.57 -2.38 -2.48 -1.88 -2.38 -2.038 0.721704
86.00 -0.11 -19.46 -1.7 -2.4 -2.1 -7.49 -1.7 -2.9 -0.8 -1 -3.966 5.509194
87.00 -1.08 0.12 -0.78 -0.48 -1.18 -1.48 -2.08 -2.28 -1.98 -1.08 -1.23 0.713092
88.00 0.6 0.1 -2.6 0.6 -0.9 -1.3 -2.6 -1 -15.19 -2 -2.429 4.398701
89.00 -0.38 0.32 -0.58 -1.18 -0.78 -0.28 -0.78 1.72 -0.98 -1.58 -0.45 0.875271
90.00 -0.8 -0.3 -0.3 0.2 -0.6 -0.7 0 -0.7 -1.4 -1.2 -0.58 0.472864
91.00 0.32 -0.28 -0.98 -1.58 0.02 -15.97 -1.08 -0.58 -1.68 0.32 -2.149 4.657515
92.00 -1.3 -0.1 0.8 -1.1 -1.5 -1.5 2 -1.4 -14.99 -1.3 -2.039 4.458978
93.00 0.82 -0.48 -0.98 0.12 -1.58 -0.88 -1.18 -0.18 -1.98 -15.06 -2.138 4.377062
94.00 0.39 1.49 1.39 -1.4 1.09 -0.9 -0.9 -1 -0.8 2.79 0.215 1.342917
95.00 0.41 -0.28 -0.08 0.41 0.81 0.61 -0.08 0.81 -0.58 1.81 0.384 0.651893
96.00 0.78 0.29 -2.1 -0.81 -0.31 1.58 0.98 -0.41 -1.21 -1.8 -0.301 1.152289
97.00 1.4 0.8 -1.88 0.41 -0.19 -0.09 1.4 1.5 0.51 -1.08 0.278 1.05879
98.00 0.58 -11.11 1.17 0.38 -11.9 -1.2 0.68 0.18 -2.2 0.97 -2.245 4.735053
99.00 0.7 0.3 -0.29 -0.09 -0.98 -0.88 0.3 -0.78 -0.98 -0.68 -0.338 0.581873
100.00 -0.31 0.67 -1 -0.9 -0.7 0.77 0.77 -0.8 -0.61 -0.11 -0.222 0.675438
101.00 2.47 -0.57 -0.97 -11.18 -2.93 1 0.01 -1.46 -21.48 0.8 -3.431 6.98848
102.00 0.1 -2.15 -0.59 -0.1 1.47 0.29 -0.59 0.39 1.76 1.08 0.166 1.082785
103.00 1.89 0.13 2.38 0.04 1.21 0.62 0.13 1.3 0.33 0.62 0.865 0.762984
104.00 8.83 -4.51 10.5 1 1.2 0.81 -0.16 1.1 1.29 0.81 2.087 4.143129







impact the motors movement. If the movement was not at the 1-degree interval assumed, 
the calculations would be incorrect and could result in random errors. The resolution was 
determined, and a possible step size of 0.05 degrees was calculated to be possible hence this 
was not the solution.  
2) Servo Motors PWM: When finding the specifications to determine the resolution of the servo 
motor it was found that if the pulse width was not specified in the code, it would default to 
certain values. These were much larger than what the servo motors pulse width. This was 
rectified to prevent damage to the motor but did not solve the problem. 
3) Noise in PWM: If the LiDAR was receiving a noisy PWM signal the height measurements being 
read could be created by the noise rather than the actual height. The signal was examined on 
an oscilloscope but was found to not be at all noisy.  
 10.6 Appendix F: Attempts at Solving Scanning Errors in Results, details these attempts in greater 
detail.  
 
7.6.4  Solution 
Re-evaluation of all the results from all tests lead to finding the solution to these errors. It was clear 
that the reflectivity, roughness and incident angle tests did not display this error and all had a standard 
deviation of about 1cm rather than 8cm. The difference between these tests and the stockpile tests is 
that the servo motor was not moving, leading to the thought that the error was associated with the 
servo motor, and hence ruling out code, calculation and sensor error possibilities. After some research, 
a likely possibility was suggested to be that the servo motor can cause voltage spikes and if the sensor 
and servo motor are running off the same power source, this could result in random errors in the 
sensors readings [49]. These voltage spikes occur because servo motors draw large currents in short 
peaks. The power supplied through the USB is not able to handle this and thus the voltage varies when 
a current peak occurs [50]. The original wiring was changed to supply the servo motor with a separate 


























































Figure 52: Wiring Diagram with Solution 
 
Once this change was made, the “no stockpile” test was repeated with the results shown in Figure 53 
and the standard deviation shown in Figure 54. Both plots display the original results which had the 
error present (blue) and the new results from after the solution was implemented (orange). Most of 
the new results in Figure 53 are on or very close to the correct measurement of zero, whereas the old 
results are less precise. Additionally, all measurements in the new test are within the error limits bar 
four results, whereas the old test has six measurement outside and seven measurements on the 





Figure 53: No Stockpile Results with Solution 
 
Furthermore, the standard deviation of the new results was at a relatively constant 1cm (note this is 
the same standard deviation as in the tests were the error did not originally occur due to the servo 
motor not being used) while the old results jumped irregularly up to 8cm. Upon checking the raw data 
from the new test, there was no longer any large errors present. Having the servo motor run from a 
separate power supply to the sensor prevented power spikes and therefore removed the error. All the 
scanning test were repeated confirming this conclusion. All repeated test results can be found in 10.7 
Appendix G: Improved Test Results with Solution.  
 
 

























































8 Project Closeout 
 
8.1 Evaluation of RLLS 
Evaluation of the RLLS can be made by referring to the key requirements originally discussed; 
capability of measuring solids, environmental conditions (sunlight, rain, etc.), cost, ongoing 
considerations (reliability, maintenance, etc.), ease of use, accuracy, product characteristics (dust, 
reflectivity, size, shape, etc.), connections and safety. For the RLLS to be a contender against the 
current solutions on the market, it would need to meet all the requirements as well as have a lower 
cost. The ability of the RLLS to meet these requirements has been broken down into prototype 
strengths and weaknesses. 
 
8.1.1 Prototype Strengths 
The RLLS stacks up very well against a large portion of the criteria listed above, each of which is 
discussed in the preceding sections.  
8.1.1.1 Costing 
The total cost of the RLLS was $399 per unit, while sensors currently on the market are between $3,500 
and $5,000 per unit. Going back to the example of 70m long stockpile and the number of sensors 
needed for the full length, the current market sensors would total $80,500 for a full profile of the 
stockpile or $65,000 for a scanning option. There would need to be two RLLS to cover this area6 
meaning the total cost would be $798. Therefore, the RLLS is 1.2% of the cost of the closest competitor 
on the market. It is important to note this is the cost for the components only it does not take into 
consideration labour, marketing, overhead or independent testing costs.  
8.1.1.2 Accuracy 
The LiDAR manual states that there is an accuracy of +/- 2.5cm when measuring within 5m and +/- 
10cm when measuring greater than 5m [1]. This was confirmed when carrying out testing of the RLLS. 
The only time this did not apply was when measuring a surface with a reflectivity of 17% or below, 
under near infrared wavelengths. It is unlikely that a stockpile will ever consist of a material with this 
level of reflectivity unless mining coal and therefore the RLLS is more than accurate enough for 
stockpile measurement. 
                                                          
6 Based upon a 30m mount height, using calculations in Error! Reference source not found. Appendix D: Pre-




The RLLS must be capable of operating in the sunlight, under flood lights as well as in the dark. The 
RLLS showed little to no difference when measuring under different light conditions partially due to 
the light correcting routine that the LiDAR automatically carries out before measurement begins. The 
RLLS works independently of the ambient lighting and therefore is a strength of the RLLS.  
8.1.1.4 Reflectivity 
As the LiDAR works on the TOF theory, it is important that the RLLS can still work accurately on surfaces 
with different reflectivity values. The RLLS was still capable of accuracy within 2.5% when measured 
on a surface with the lowest possible reflectance value. As this RLLS is measuring stockpiles up to 40 
meters in height a high accuracy is not required, and thus the RLLS can do the task well within the 
required bounds, independent of the surfaces reflectance. 
8.1.1.5 Product Characteristics 
This includes the size and shape of the product or essentially the surface roughness and incident angle. 
The results from the surface roughness tests gave no indication that this has any effect on the LiDAR’s 
ability to measure. Surface angle was alike as this had no play on the RLLS’s accuracy. Meaning the 
RLLS is cable of measuring any solid product no matter the characteristics.  
8.1.1.6 Connections 
The RLLS requires only one power source (providing the USB cable is connected, this supplies the 
second power source);  
 one 4.8-6 VDC source  
One connection if Excel is to be used for logging or viewing the data; 
 USB cable (Male A-type to Male B-type) 
One connection if the data is to be sent to a PLC; 
 4 wires 
These are all easy to obtain and implement thus could be easily used on a real-world mining site. 
8.1.1.7 Safety 
In terms of voltage, the RLLS is safe as it requires only 5 VDC, which is within the federal guidelines for 
anyone to work with [51]. The laser used from the LiDAR is safe to look at with the unaided eye as it 
is a class 1 laser, hence there are no extra safety measures required. The only other safety component 
to be aware of is the moving LiDAR attached to the servo motor. This is rotating so should not be 
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forgotten. However, as the servo motor has a torque of 7.7kg.cm, it is considered small and could do 
little damage [41]. 
 
8.1.2  Prototype Weaknesses 
There are areas in which the RLLS was either not able to be tested and therefore the assumptions 
made can only be relied upon to a certain extent.  
8.1.2.1 Ongoing Considerations 
Ongoing considerations consist of downtime, reliability and maintenance. It is expected that these 
factors would not exceed that of any other sensor on the market however the RLLS has not been 
tested in industry or under the environmental conditions that may be present. For these reasons, it is 
not known exactly how well the product will cope in these areas. 
8.1.2.2 Ease of Use 
The RLLS only requires two initial calculations before the device can be connected appropriately and 
used immediately. In terms of software the measurements can be read on the device its-self, Excel 
with the PLX-DAQ extension or by two analogue inputs into a PLC. Excel provides a visual option whilst 
the PLC connection provides the pathway for automatic implementations. These are all straight 
forward and user friendly options however the RLLS has not yet been tested by other users or in 
industry, hence it is currently a weakness in the product.  
8.1.2.3 Dust & Rain 
Currently the LiDAR in the RLLS does not have dust penetrating technologies applied to it, hence at 
this stage is a weakness of the prototype. However as discussed in the analysis of the case studies that 
focused on LiDAR in dusty environments, there are measures that can be taken to overcome this. Such 
as multi-echo or range-gate imaging, which are both emerging technologies currently being tested in 
the mining industry. 
 
8.2 Future Work 
The goal of this project was to research, develop and test a lower cost solution to measuring the stock 
height across large stockpiles. This was successfully completed however there are areas to be 




8.2.1.1 Development of Industrial Housing 
Before the RLLS could be used industrially it would need to have a custom housing built. The purpose 
of this is to keep the RLLS shielded from outdoor elements, such as rain, wind, sunlight, dust and any 
other elements that could weather of damage the components. The design and development of the 
housing would need to be discussed with a manufacturing company as the cost and simplicity would 
be important consideration during this step. The LiDAR component of the RLLS is currently an external 
component on the devices housing, this is something that will also need to be remembered in design 
of the housing as this component needs space to rotate without allowing small particles to enter the 
RLLS.  
 
8.2.1.2 Improvement of Technology and Testing of RLLS in Dusty Conditions 
As discussed in Section 7.5 Dust & Airborne Obscurants, the LiDAR can overcome dusty/rainy/foggy 
environments with the addition of particular technologies. Multi-echo and range-gate imaging are two 
of the technologies currently being utilised to allow LiDAR to be used in the mining industry. This 
would require an extensive amount of work and it would be important for the finished product to be 
thoroughly tested. This is because dust is a major factor for a LiDAR with this application and thus 
there should be extensive testing. Additionally, the consequences, if the RLLS works incorrectly, could 
be dangerous in terms of safety of staff and equipment as well as having huge economic risks. It is 
suggested that an enclosed container is used to produce different ranges of dust concentrations, for 
testing, which can be measured with a particle counter such as PCE’s dust measuring device PCE-PCO 
1 [53]. 
 
8.2.1.3 Testing of RLLS in Industrial Setting 
The RLLS has not been used within an industrial setting yet and thus the; reliability, maintenance 
requirements and ease of use are not fully understood. These are all important components for RLLS 
in industrial applications. To test the reliability and maintenance the RLLS needs to be run for long 
periods of time, with the effects critically analysed. Ease of use can be reviewed once the RLLS is within 
its industrial housing.  
 
8.2.1.4 Development of Custom Software to Accompany RLLS 
Customised software could be developed to accompany the RLLS. Similarly, to the Rosemount 
3DVision/3DMultiVision used alongside Rosemount’s 5708 3D Solids Scanner [17]. This could make 
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features of the RLLS easily customisable such as the number of scans displayed to the user as well as 
easy adjustment of the user defined inputs.  
 
8.3 Summary and Concluding Remarks 
In summary, the aim of this thesis was to research, develop, test and evaluate a sensor that would be 
capable of measuring the height of large stockpiles at a lower cost than sensors currently on the 
market. Research into the different classes of sensors pointed towards radar being the most 
appropriate sensor mainly due to its non-contact and dust independent capabilities. As a radar comes 
at a high-cost LiDAR was instead incorporated into a rotating sensor design, controlled by an Arduino, 
known as the RLLS. The RLLS is capable of communication to a PLC or Excel providing a real-time 
representation of the surface profile.  
 
Testing determined that the RLLS stood up well against varying reflectivity’s, incident angles, 
roughness’s, brightness’s and stockpile replicas. Theoretical research determined that dust can be 
overcome with the use of technologies such as multi-echo and range gate imaging. A user guide and 
technical manual has been developed for the RLLS stating all the technical specifications as well as 
how to use the RLLS. Future work is required to advance the RLLS from a prototype to an industrially 
ready product, including testing in terms of reliability, maintenance, product life and ease of use. The 
total cost of components required for the RLLS was $399 which was found to be only 1.2% of the total 
cost of the nearest competitor when applying the sensors to a large stockpile application. Therefore, 
the RLLS is a potential low-cost alternative for measuring stock height in industry. However, it is still 
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10.1 Appendix A: Detailed classification of Sensors 
Continuous and point are the two categories in which level sensors fall in terms of when the 
measurement is occurring. Continuous level sensors relay the precise level of the material at any point 
over a full span of measurement. Therefor continuous level sensors are found in situations that involve 
process control or any other application that demands high precision measurements. Continuous level 
sensors are found in most industries including chemical, power, pulp and paper, food and beverage, 
refining, pharmaceutical, oil and gas and any other process industry. Point level sensors on the other 
hand measure variation in levels based on whether there is material at the specific point of that sensor 
or not. Meaning the sensor is in either on or off state, full or empty state. Due to this point level 
sensors are often used as high or low alarms, spill preventer sensors or as pump protection alarms. In 
many cases these two types of sensors are paired together providing an exact reading at all times and 
a secondary measurement in terms of a high or low reading [19] [54]. 
 
Another way in which level sensors are grouped is into contact and non-contact sensors. The name is 
precisely the case, non-contact sensors do not come into contact with the material being measured 
whilst contacting sensors part of the device is always in contact with the material. Non-contacting 
sensors are preferred when the material being measured is hazardous or abrasive, viscous, solidifying, 
corrosive or dirty [19].  
 
When a level sensor is installed it is either above or below the measured material, this is known as 
top-down measurement and bottom-up measurement respectively. Bottom up sensors are devices 
that use pressure transmitters to determine the height of a fluid. The downfall of bottom-up sensors 
is that the tank or vessel needs to be emptied during installation or maintenance. In addition, leaks 
can occur whilst on the other hand top-down measurements do not have this problem and may either 
be contacting or non-contacting [19].  
 
Direct and indirect measurement determines the way in which the level measurement is determined. 
Direct measurement shows the measurement directly, and is independent of any other parameters. 
For example, using a dipstick to measure the level of oil in a car is a direct measurement. On the other 
hand, an indirect measurement or inferred measurement is when a variable other than level and is 
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found and then used to calculate the level, these include density, volume and mass [19]. Density 
measurements are directly linked to level measurements via the products specific gravity;  
 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 EQ 10-1 
With the specific gravity being the ratio of a fluids density to the density of water, thus a change in 
density results in a change in pressure. Therefor pressure gauges are a means to determining the level 
of products [55]. However, this scenario would only work accurately for liquids in tanks as solids would 
not product a pressure or a uniform surface.  Mass on the other hand is the amount of matter an 
object contains using the following equation; 
 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 EQ 10-2 
Beyond these discussed categories of level sensors there are four more groups that all sensors will fall 
in terms of their level of technology; manual/ mechanical, electromechanical, electronic contacting 
and electronic non-contacting. Manual/ mechanical are defined by having no electronic output, they 
are simply used for visual indication. Examples of manual sensors include sight glasses and rod 
gauging. Secondly electromechanical devices have a mechanical assembly but provide an electrical 
output. This means that an automatic measurement can be read remotely, an example of a sensor in 
this category is a displacer. The downfall of these devices with their mechanical parts is that they 
require more maintenance than thei2r non-mechanical counterparts. Viscous, corrosive and sticky 
materials pose a huge risk and the mechanical parts are at danger of fouling and corrosion resulting 
in regular maintenance being carried out. Electronic contacting sensors have no moving parts and are 
thought of as more robust but are still at risk of corrosion. Examples include capacitance and pressure 
based level transmitters. Finally electronic non-contacting give a level measurement without coming 
into contact with the material being measured. There are no moving or mechanical parts resulting in 
much less maintenance. In addition to this the devices are generally easier to be installed as there is 
no contact with the material. Where these devices downfall however is when the material being 
measures has a foam layer or vapor that may cause readings to be incorrect [19]. 
 
It is now clear to see there is not only a large range of level sensors but a large range of groupings that 
level sensors can fall. Therefor it is important to compare the requirements of the process [10] 
discussed earlier with an in depth understanding of each sensor on the market [10]. Sensors explored 




10.2 Appendix B: Extended Suitability Matrix  
Below is the sensor suitability matrix with the references used. 
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10.3 Appendix C: Code 
The following code is used for the RLLS. 
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Rotating Lidar Level Sensor (RLLS) 
  Developed by; Karina Slipper 
  Date; 4/03/17 
  Murdoch Univeristy 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
// INCLUDE LIBRARIES 




Servo myservo;  // create servo object to control a servo 
// LCD  
#include <LiquidCrystal.h> 
// 1st #: Data or signal disp 
// 2nd #: enable 
// 3rd,4th,5th,6th #: DB 
LiquidCrystal lcd(3, 2, 7, 8, 12, 13); // initialize the library with the 
numbers of the interface pins 
 
// STATE VARIABLES 
// CONSTANTS 
const float pi = 3.14159265359;     // pi value - used for coinversion 
between Rads and Degrees 
// INPUT VARIABLES 
float anglelo = 75;    // store starting scan position (degrees) 
float anglehi = 105;    // store ending scan position (degrees) 
float mountheight = 164;    // store the height sensor is mounted above the 
ground (cm) 
float returntime = 1000; // time it takes LiDAR to return to default 
position (ms) 
// CALCULATED VARIABLES 
float currentangle = 0;    // the servo position (degrees) 
float vertdistance = 0; // actual height to stockpile surface (cm) 
float measurement = 0; // scanning distance to surface (cm) 
float angle = 0; // calculated angle dependant on above of below 90 deg 
(degrees) 
float horizdistance = 0; // horizontal distance from sensor to where 
measurement is occuring(cm) 
float stockheight = 0; // stock height (cm) 
float delaytime = 0; // time between each angle - used on return (ms) 
float fullscan = 0; // total degrees covered by sensor in 1 sweep 
// PLC VARIABLES 
float plcscalingfactor1 = 0; // the scaling factor to set the PWM duty 
cycle for PLC stockheight 
float stockdutycycle = 0; // the duty cycle for the PLC stock pile height 
float plcscalingfactor2 = 0; // the scaling factor to set the PWM duty 
cycle for PLC horizontal distance 
float horizdutycycle = 0; // the duty cycle for the PLC horizontal distance 
float maxres4stockheight = 500; // would be 4000 but smaller for testing 
purposes -- if this is changed PLC needs to be recalibrated 
float maxres4horizdist = 500; // would be 4000 but smaller for testing 
purposes -- if this is changed PLC needs to be recalibrated 
// EXCEL VARIABLES 
float totalgraphpoints = 0; // 
float intermediate = 0; // 
float scannumber = 1; // 
float number = 1; // 
 
 
// RUN ONCE 
void setup() 
{ 
  // SETTING LIDAR PINS 
  Serial.begin(9600); // start serial communications, (how fast 
communication is with computer **must be same in seial monitor**) 
  pinMode(5, OUTPUT); // set pin 2 as trigger pin 
  digitalWrite(5, LOW); // set trigger LOW for continuous read 
  pinMode(4, INPUT); // set pin 3 as monitor pin 
  // SETTING SERVO PIN 
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  myservo.attach(9,900,2100);  // attaches the servo on pin 9 to the servo 
object with minumum pulse width of servo 900us and max 2100us 
  // SETTING PINS TO PLC 
  pinMode(6, OUTPUT); // sending stock height to PLC 
  pinMode(11, OUTPUT); // sending horizontal distance between where 
measeurement is occuring and sensor 
 
  // SET EXCEL COLUMN LABLES 
  Serial.println("LABEL,Time,Stockheight,Horizdistance,Currentangle,Scannum
ber");  
  // SET LCD SIZE 
  lcd.begin(16, 2); 
 
  // PRE-CALCULATIONS 
  fullscan = anglehi-anglelo+1; // calculates total degrees covered by 
sensor in 1 sweep 
  // RETURN TIME CALCULATION 
  delaytime = returntime/(fullscan); // calculates the time interval 
between each angle on sensor return 
  // SCALING FACOTRS FOR PWM DUTY CYCLE TO PLC 
  plcscalingfactor1 = 255/maxres4stockheight; // calculates scaling facotr 
at highest resolution dependant on the mount height set //mountheight 
  plcscalingfactor2 = 255/maxres4horizdist; // this has been set to 4000 as 




// RUN CONTINUOSLY 
void loop() 
{   
  // LIDAR & SERVO - MEASUREMENT & MOVEMENT 
  for (currentangle = anglelo; currentangle <= anglehi; currentangle += 1) 
// goes from anglelo to anglehi in steps of 1 degree 
    {   
    myservo.write(currentangle); // tell servo to go to position in 
variable 'currentangle' 
    measurement = pulseIn(4, HIGH); // count how long the pulse is high in 
microseconds 
    measurement = measurement / 10; // 10usec = 1 cm of distance 
 
    // TRIGOMETRIC CALCULATIONS 
    // ANGLE CALCULATIONS 
    if (currentangle <= 90) // when less than 90 degrees  
        {  
        angle = currentangle; // use current anlge in trig calcs 
          } 
    else if (currentangle > 90) // when greater than 90 degrees  
          {  
          angle = 180 - currentangle; // calculate the angle to be used in 
trig calcs 
          } 
    // HEIGHT TO STOCK SURFACE CALCULATIONs 
    vertdistance = sin(angle* (pi/180) )*measurement ; // verticle distance 
calc 
    // HORIZONTAL DISTANCE CALCULATIONS, +VE OR -VE VALUE RELATIVE TO 
SENSOR 
    if (currentangle > 90) 
        { 
        horizdistance = -cos(angle* (pi/180) )*measurement; // when 
measurement is on right side of sensor - -ve 
        } 
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    else if (currentangle <= 90) 
        { 
        horizdistance = cos(angle* (pi/180) )*measurement; // when 
measuremernt is on left side of sensor - +ve 
        }         
    // STOCKHEIGHT CALCULATION 
    stockheight = mountheight - vertdistance; // height of stock from 
ground to surface 
      
    // EXCEL INSTRUCTIONS 
    // SENDING OF DATA 
    Serial.print("DATA,TIME,"); // send data and time data was taken to 
excel through DAQ 
    Serial.print(stockheight); // 1st column on data 
    Serial.print(" , "); // put data in next column 
    Serial.print(horizdistance); // 2st column on data 
    Serial.print(" , "); // put data in next column 
    Serial.print(currentangle); // 3rd column on data 
    Serial.print(" , "); // put data in next column 
    Serial.println(scannumber); // 4th column on data  
    // EXCEL CALCULATIONS 
    totalgraphpoints = fullscan * 3; // calculates number of points on 
graph - 3 full scans  
    intermediate = fullscan * 2; 
 
    if (number < totalgraphpoints) 
        { 
        number = number +1; 
        } 
    else if(number >= totalgraphpoints) 
        { 
      number = 1; // horizontal distance calc 
     Serial.println("ROW,SET,2");  // CLEARDATA for complete reset 
        } 
     
    if (number <= fullscan) 
        { 
        scannumber = 1; 
        } 
    else if (number > fullscan && number <= intermediate) 
        { 
        scannumber = 2; // horizontal distance calc 
        } 
    else if(number >intermediate && number <= totalgraphpoints ) 
        { 
        scannumber = 3; // horizontal distance calc 
        } 
     
    // LCD INSTRUCTIONS 
    lcd.clear(); // clear LCD 
    lcd.setCursor(0,0); // print a basic header on Row 1 
    lcd.print("Stock Height(cm)");  //can ony have 16 characters including 
height 
    lcd.setCursor(0,1); // go to row 2 
    lcd.print(stockheight); // updating current stockpile hieght 
 
    // PLC INSTRUCTIONS 
    // WRITE ANALOG OUTPUT VALUE TO PLC VIA PWM 
    // PWM FOR STOCK HEIGHT 
    stockdutycycle = stockheight*plcscalingfactor1; // converting 
stockheight into a duty cycle 
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    analogWrite(6,stockdutycycle); // (output pin number, value of duty 
cycle 0-255) output pin 6 
    // PWM FOR HORIZONTAL DISTANCE  
     if (horizdistance >= 0) 
            { 
            horizdutycycle = horizdistance*plcscalingfactor2; // converting 
stockheight into a duty cycle 
            } 
        else if (horizdistance < 0) 
            { 
            horizdutycycle = -1*horizdistance*plcscalingfactor2; // 
converting stockheight into a duty cycle 
            }         
    analogWrite(11,horizdutycycle); // (output pin number, value of duty 
cycle 0-255) output pin 11 
 
    // LOOP DELAY 
    delay(500); // waits 1000ms for the servo to reach the position 
    } 
 
 
// LIDAR & SERVO - MEASUREMENT & MOVEMENT   
for (currentangle = anglehi; currentangle >= anglelo; currentangle -= 1) // 
goes from anglehi to anglelo in steps of 1 degree 
    {  
    myservo.write(currentangle); // tell servo to go to position in 
variable 'current angle'  
 
    // LOOP DELAY 
     delay(delaytime); // waits a short amount of time and makes servo run 
smoothly to its default position 




10.4 Appendix D: Pre-installation Calculations and User Defined Variables 
10.4.1 Pre-installation Calculations 
Before use of the RLLS, the following calculations need to be carried out to ensure that the sensor is 
capable of measuring for that particular situation. Initially, three inputs need to be selected by the 
user; these include the mount height and two angles that determine the scanning range. These can 
















Figure 55: Diagram of User Defined Inputs 
 
The mount height selected by the user must be below 40 metres, exactly how much lower than 40 
meters is determined by the scanning range selected. The reason for this restriction is due to the LiDAR 
having a maximum range of 40 metres. When the sensor is measuring straight down a mount height 
of 40 metres would be acceptable. However, when the sensor begins to scan this distance increases 
and thus would be exceeding the 40 metres. It is also important to note that the mount height is the 
distance from the sensor to the bottom of the stockpile, not the surface. The calculations to determine 
if the sensor is suitable all assume the worst-case scenario, which is that measurement is to the 
bottom of the stockpile for the entire scanning length. In other words, presuming the stock has 
completely run out while still ensuring the sensor is capable of measuring to that distance. 
 
Therefore, the main rule to follow is that the scanning start position and scanning stop 




The calculations to ensure this are as follows. When selecting the mount height and scanning start 
position (referred to as anglelo), the following rule must be met; 
 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
cos (90 − 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑜)
= < 40 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 
EQ 10-3 




= < 40 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 
EQ 10-4 
 
Once satisfying these rules and a mount height, scanning start angle and scanning stop angle have 
been selecting the surface length that will be covered by the scanning sensor can be calculated as 
follows; 
 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 = tan(90 − 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑙𝑜) ∗ 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 EQ 10-5 
 
 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 = tan(𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒ℎ𝑖 − 90) ∗ 𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 EQ 10-6 
 
 ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 +  ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟  EQ 
10-7 
 
10.4.1.1 Input of User Defined Variables 
As stated in Table 6 there are four user-defined inputs, these; are mount height, return time, anglelo 
(scan start) and anglehi (scan stop). These variables need to be input for the sensor to run in a suitable 
manner. The return time simply determines how long it will take the sensor to return to the scan start 
position once it reaches the scan stop position. This is not directly related to the height calculations it 
is adjustable just to prolong the servo motors life and additionally determine how often a scan occurs. 
The scan start angle and scan stop angle as discussed in 6.1 determine the scanning range. Finally, the 
mount height is directly related to the stock height measurement, so this needs to be accurate when 





Table 9: User Defines Inputs 
User Input Possible Range Units 
Mount Height Dependant on calculations in 
Section 10.4.1 
Centimetres 
Scan Start 0 to 179; must be < scan stop Degrees 
Scan Stop 1 to 180; must be > scan start Degrees 
Return Time 1000 to 86,400,000 Milliseconds 
 
 
10.5 Appendix E: Testing Procedures 
10.5.1 Reflectance Testing 
10.5.1.1 Equipment 
The following equipment was used to carry out the surface reflectivity tests; 
 
Table 10: Surface Reflectivity Test Equipment 
Item Quantity 
White sheet of paper A4 1 
Grey sheet of paper A4 1 
Black sheet of paper A4 1 
Black sheet of paper A3 2 
Measuring tape 1 
Flat surface 1 
Protractor 1 
Spectrum analyser  1 
 
10.5.1.2 Procedure 
To test the sensor on surfaces with different reflectivity’s the sensor was placed 1.5 metres away from 
the surface. The surface was placed at an angle of 90 degrees to the sensor; this setup can be seen in 
Figure 56. To ensure accuracy was maintained 100 measurements were taken of each surface and the 
average was found along with the error and standard deviation. The A3 black surface was placed 














Figure 56: Surface Reflectivity Setup 
 
Before this procedure was carried out it was important to determine the reflectivity of the different 
surfaces under the infrared wavelength used by the LiDAR. Stellar Net’s Black Commit Spectrometer 
was used to establish this before testing began. White, grey and black were selected as these three 
surfaces have a differing reflectance regarding the visible spectrum. However, the spectrum analyser 
would be needed to determine the reflectance under the near infrared area of the spectrum. The 
results can be seen in Figure 57. 
 
 

























The reflectance’s of the three surfaces are spread out as expected in the visible part of the spectrum, 
which is approximately 400 to 700nm [56]. The red line on the plot is at 905nm which is the wavelength 
used by the LiDAR [41]. Figure 57 shows that white has the highest reflectivity as expected and black 
the lowest also as expected. The greys reflectance is however within 0.3% of the white reflectance, 
and thus it seems there is no need for testing with the grey surface as it appears the same as the white 
to the LiDAR, see Table 11. 
 
Table 11: Surface Reflectivity Values 
Surface Colour Reflectivity (%) 
White 91.537 
Grey  91.276 
Black 17.017 
 
10.5.2 Incident Angle Testing 
10.5.2.1 Equipment 
The following equipment was used to carry out the surface angle tests; 
 
Table 12: Incident Angle Test Equipment 
Item Quantity 
White sheet of paper A4 1 
Black sheet of paper A4 1 
Black sheet of paper A3 2 
Measuring tape 1 




A similar approach was used for this test to what was used when testing the effects of the surfaces 
with varying reflectivity. The only difference is that the “surface with different reflectivity” was rotated 
around the red dot seen in Figure 58. The paper was rotated nine degrees at a time from nine to ninety 
degrees. Although the paper was being rotated it stayed exactly 1.5 metres from the sensor, this was 
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Figure 58: Incident Angle Setup 
 
10.5.3 Surface Roughness Testing 
10.5.3.1 Equipment 
The following equipment was used to carry out the surface roughness tests; 
 
Table 13: Surface Roughness Test Equipment 
Item Quantity 
Sandpaper (P40) 1 
Sandpaper (P80) 1 
Sandpaper (P120) 1 
White A4 paper 1 
Measuring tape 1 






The same setup was used for the roughness tests as was used for the surface reflectivity tests. The 
only differing factor is that the surfaces being used were selected for their roughness. The roughness 
can be seen in the table below. 
 
Table 14: Surface Roughness Values 





10.5.4 Light Level Testing 
10.5.4.1 Equipment 
The following equipment was used to carry out the darkness tests; 
 
Table 15: Darkness Test Equipment 
Item Quantity 
White sheet of paper A4 1 
Black sheet of paper A4 1 
Black sheet of paper A3 2 
Measuring tape 1 
Flat surface 1 
Protractor 1 
Light meter 1 
Differing Light Source 1 
 
10.5.4.2 Procedure 
The procedure used for the light level tests was identical to the procedure in Figure 56; the only 
differing fact was the brightness of the room. The accuracy of the sensor was tested in; bright room, 
medium brightness room and a dark room.  A light meter was used to determine the exact level of 




Table 16: Brightness Values 
Brightness Label Brightness Value (Lx) 




10.5.5 Dust and Airborne Obscurant Testing 
10.5.5.1 Procedure 
To test the LiDAR in dusty conditions would require the following;  
 A measurable amount of dust for different concentration tests 
 A large enclosed space for the dust and sensor 
 Something to keep the dust in the air for the duration of the tests 
This would require a large amount of time and materials to produce a testing product that meets all 
the above specifications. Therefore, the results on how the sensor would stand up against dust would 
be done via theoretical research on similar systems. Four case studies were reviewed to develop a 
well-balanced understanding of how LiDAR deals with measuring in dusty environments. 
 
10.5.6 Stockpile Replica Testing 
10.5.6.1 Equipment 
The following equipment was used to carry out the stockpile replica tests; 
 
Table 17: Stockpile Replica Test Equipment 
Item Quantity 
Fish Tank 1m in length 1 
Yellow building sand 20kg bag 2 
Measuring tape 1 
Mount (see below) 1 
Protractor 1 
Spirit level 1 




It was intended to place the sensor approximately 1.5 metres above the stockpile to reduce the error 
effects that occur within one meter. To provide a stable mount that could hold the sensor in place and 





Figure 59: Test Mount 
 
10.5.6.2 Procedure 
With the sensor attached to the mount the mount was placed on a desk so that the sensor itself was 
approximately 1.5 meters above the ground, see Figure 60. The fish tank was then placed directly 
below the sensor so that the sensor would be measuring along the 1m length of the tank in a central 
position. The 40kg of sand was then added to the tank allowing for the various shaped stockpiles to 
be constructed. The measuring tape was used to measure the distance from the tip of the sensor to 
the base of the fish tank giving the “mount height” which was then updated in the code. The scanning 
start and stop positions were selected to be 75 and 105 degrees respectively to ensure the full length 
of the tank was being scanned and no more7. Finally, once the stockpile was constructed the spirit 
                                                          
7 For calculations on determining the scan width with a specific height refer to 10.4.1. 
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level was used to ensure the surface of the stockpile was flat when required, the height of the stockpile 









Figure 60: Block Diagram of Stockpile Replica Setup 
 
10.6 Appendix F: Attempts at Solving Scanning Errors in Results 
10.6.1 Arduino Timer Resolution 
The code calculations rely on the servo motors exact positions to output an accurate height 
measurement. If the servo motors angle is different to what the code believes the servo motors angle 
to be large errors could appear in the height measurement. As mentioned above however this would 
be a constant error as the same calculations are used for every data output. Although if the servo 
motor was at a slightly incorrect angle at irregular points along the scan this would be a very probable 
reason behind the randomness of the errors. A cause behind why the motor could sometimes be at 
the incorrect angle could be the resolution of the timer behind the PWM that the servo motor uses to 
move. If the resolution was low and the servo was only able to move in steps of say 0.75 degrees then 
the servo would not be stepping at exact 1 degree intervals as per the codes functionality. If this were 
the case the motor would in fact move to 0.75 degrees instead of 1 degree, then 1.5 degrees instead 




The motor is attached to pin nine on the Arduino and utilises Arduino’s servo library. The Arduino Uno 
comprises of three timers, generally referred to as timers 0 to 2, timer 0 and 2 are 8 bit whilst timer 1 
is 16 bit [57]. The servo library uses timer 1 meaning that there are 162or 65536 values available. 
Using this along with some specifications of the servo the following calculation was carried out; 
 











This means that the servo motor would be cable of moving in steps of 0.0501 degrees at a time when 
using the servo library on the Arduino. The 1 degree increment used in the code is divisible by 0.0501 
degrees and thus this was ruled out as a possible cause behind the errors. 
  
10.6.2 Servo Motors Pulse Width Modulation 
When finding out the specifications of the servo motor required for the calculations above, an error 
within the code was identified. The pulse width of the servo motor used was found to be 900μs to 
2100μs [58]; this varies with each servo motor on the market. Whilst researching the timer used for 
the servo library two possible option were found in terms of how to specify which pin the servo motor 
was attached to on the Arduino;  
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜. 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ(𝑝𝑖𝑛) 
𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜. 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ(𝑝𝑖𝑛, 𝑚𝑖𝑛, max) 
The first method was being used in the code; the second method however specifies the upper and 
lower pulse width values. If the first method is used the minimum and maximum values default to 
544μs and 2400μs [59]. These are a much greater range than the servos range of 900μs to 2100μs. 
This was rectified in the code to prevent over stressing the motor however it did not assist in 
elimination of the error. 
 
10.6.3 Noise in PWM Signal 
A highly plausible reason behind the error was a noisy PWM signal being sent to the Arduino from the 
LiDAR. To determine if this was the case the signal was displayed on an oscilloscope, the results can 





Figure 61: PWM Signal 
 
Figure 62: PWM Signal Close-up 
 
Figure 61 shows three pulses, demonstrating that there is no considerable amount of noise when 
looking at the signal. Figure 62 shows a zoomed in shot of the beginning of the pulse, it shows a very 
small amount of noise is present but nothing out of the ordinary with this type of system. For a noisy 
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signal to be accountable for the errors in the signal would need to have a considerable amount of 
noise along the horizontal as it is the width of the pulse width that determines the distance.  
 
10.7 Appendix G: Improved Test Results with Solution 
Below are the remaining test results after the servo motor was given a separate power supply and the 
large errors were eliminated.  
 
10.7.1 Random Object 
10.7.1.1 Measurement Results 
 
Figure 63: Measurement of Random Object with solution 
10.7.1.2 Standard Deviations 
 





















































10.7.2 Flat Surface Stockpile 
10.7.2.1 Measurement Results 
 
Figure 65: Stock Height of Flat Stockpile with Solution 
10.7.2.2 Standard Deviations 
 


















































10.7.3 Single Peak Stockpile 
10.7.3.1 Measurement Results 
 
Figure 67: Stock Height of Single Peak Stockpile with Solution 
10.7.3.2 Standard Deviations 
 
Figure 68: Standard Deviation of Single Peak Stockpile with Solution 
 
10.7.4 Multi-peak Stockpile 
The results for the multi-peak stockpile have not been included in this paper as it was not possible to 
create an exact copy of the original. For that reason, any results obtained would not be a fair 
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